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Historic Resources within the Waterfront Revitalization Area 

# Resource Name Address Description 

1 War of 1812 Graves Near Municipal Beach Monument in memory of 13 unknown 
American soldiers who died of cholera in 
1812 

2 Site of Native American Village Near Municipal Beach - 
Heritage Trail 

It is likely that Native Americans lived along 
Lake Champlain, as stone and clay pottery 
artifacts have been found nearby. 

3 Plattsburgh Bay/Cumberland Bay North End National Historic Landmark. Three sites 
related to naval and land engagement of 
September 11, 1814, between American 
forces under command of General 
Alexander Macomb and Lieutenant Thomas 
Macdonough, and British Forces, under 
command of General George Prevost, which 
drove the British from Champlain Valley 
near end of War of 1812. Sites include 
Plattsburgh Bay, Fort Brown Site 
(individually listed), and Macdonough 
Monument (1926, John Russell Pope) 

4 Wilcox Dock Wilcox Dock Built by Willard Wilcox in 1897; used by NYS 
for canal purposes in 1914; now a 
recreational site. 

5 W. G. Wilcox House 51 Lorraine Street Large Eastlake frame multiple dwelling built 
c. 1888 by owner of local coal and wood 
business. 

6 Smith Weed Bridge City Hall Place at 
Cumberland Ave 

Built for easy road access to "the Point." 
Original bridge removed in 1974 to allow rail 
cars to pass; existing bridge completed 
1978. 

7 Smith Weed House 1 Cumberland Ave Built 1860 by a lumber merchant. Later 
owner Smith Weed was a state politician 
and wealthy businessman. 

8 Sailly House 3 Cumberland Ave Built 1795 by Peter Sailly, a Plattsburgh 
pioneer and the first customs agent. 



9 Booth House 7 Cumberland Ave Colonial Revival home built 1985 by elected 
Surrogate Judge John H. Booth. 

10 Davidson House 9 Cumberland Ave Built in 1800 and occupied by Dr. Oliver 
Davidson and his two famous poetess 
daughters, Lucretia and Margaret. 

11 Kent Delord House Museum 17 Cumberland Ave Now home to the museum, this Federal 
period frame residence was built by Nathan 
Averill in 1797 for William Bailey, an early 
settler. It was later owned by the wife of 
James Kent, Justice of the Supreme Court of 
New York, and Henry Delord, a leading 
citizen of Plattsburgh. 

12 Champlain Monument RiverWalk Park A gift from France in 1909, celebrating the 
300 year anniversary of Samuel de 
Champlain's discovery of Lake Champlain. 

13 House at 56 Cornelia St 56 Cornelia Street Greek Revival residence built circa 1850. 

14 Paul Marshall House 24-26 Cornelia Street Federal stone and brick residence built circa 
1828. 

15 Charles Dunham House 48 Court Street Built circa 1805, Pamela Dunham, wife of 
original owner Charles Dunham, conducted 
a private school here before the War of 
1812. The basement was used by the British 
as a hospital in 1814. 

16 Old Court House Margaret Street and 
Court Street 

Designed by Marcus F. Cummings and built 
in 1889, this Monumental Richardson 
Romanesque brick and stone complex 
includes a square central tower, a heavy 
arched doorway and rusticated stonework in 
various colors. The adjacent Italianate brick 
Chamber of Commerce was built in 1885. 

17 Trinity Episcopal Church 18 Trinity Place Erected in 1830 and 1831, this is 
Plattsburgh's oldest public building and 
exemplifies the early period of American 
Gothic Revival architecture. The parish 
installed the stained glass windows in 1866. 

18 City Hall 41 City Hall Place City Hall was built in 1917 in the Classical 
design of John Russell Pope, who also 
designed the Jefferson Memorial in 
Washington, DC. It is a two-story 
Neoclassical limestone-clad building with 
pedimented portico and copper-clad dome. 



19 Macdonough Monument 42 City Hall Place A memorial to the American naval victory at 
Plattsburgh in 1814, the monument, built of 
the same Indiana Limestone present in City 
Hall, rises 135 feet above the park and is 
topped with a bronze eagle. 

20 Railroad Bridge at RiverWalk RiverWalk Park The first train crossed here in 1856. 

21 Pedestrian Bridge at RiverWalk RiverWalk Park Built in the late 1930s, this bridge now leads 
to a picnic area, fishing access, and paths. 

22 Small Boat Launch at RiverWalk 
Park (Peace Point) 

Green Street, RiverWalk 
Park 

Originally a popular salmon-fishing spot, this 
is still a favorite place for spring fishing, as 
Lake Champlain has over 56 species of fish. 

23 First Baptist Church 38 Oak Street Organized in 1878, the original structure was 
built in 1881, but burned in 1931. This 
structure was dedicated in 1932. 

24 First Presbyterian Church 34 Brinkerhoff Street The oldest church organization in Clinton 
County (1790), the original structure was 
completed in 1816, after being used as 
barracks during the Battle of Plattsburgh in 
1814. It burned in 1867 and was rebuilt as a 
Monumental Victorian Gothic limestone 
church, 1868-1873, designed by Frederick 
W. Brown. 

25 Downtown Margaret Street 50-86 Margaret Street This neighborhood is experiencing a 
resurgence of energy due to an artistic 
renaissance in the city. There were 
substantial fires in 1848 and 1867, so most 
buildings in the area were built after 1867. 

26 Site of Charles de Fredenburgh 
House 

Bridge Street at Green 
Street 

Site of the first settlement in Plattsburgh, 
prior to 1769, a dwelling was erected on the 
south bank of the river, as well as a sawmill 
at the rapids known as Fredenburgh Falls. 

27 Site of Israel Green's Tavern Bridge Street at Green 
Street 

John Clark built a tavern on the site of the 
old Fredenburgh house, later owned by 
Israel Green. 

28 Dock Street Landing Lower Dock Street Formerly the D&H Rail Yard for over 100 
years, the site is now a public park with 
waterfront access and trails. 

29 Strand Center Theater - NCCCA 25 Brinkerhoff Street The NCCCA building (1859) first served as a 
Post Office, then Customs House, and later a 
US Courthouse. It now houses a gallery. The 
Strand served as the premier theater of 
Plattsburgh. 

30 Federal Building 23 Brinkerhoff Street This was originally built to serve as the US 
Post Office, which moved to Miller Street. 



31 St John's Roman Catholic Church 18 Broad Street Organized in 1827, the first church site was 
where City Hall is located. In 1842, it was 
dedicated as the "Irish Church." The current 
structure was built between 1868 and 1873, 
a Gothic revival stone church with multi-
spired tower and buttresses; designed by 
Victor Borgeau of Montreal. The adjacent 
rectory with French-Canadian 
"Quebecquois" decorative elements was 
built 1909-10. 

32 Benjamin Mooers House 100 Bridge Street A lieutenant in the Revolution, sheriff, 
assemblyman, and senator, Mooers was a 
Major General of Colunteers in the War of 
1812. He purchased the house in 1814 and 
lived here until his death in 1838. The home 
served as General Macomb's headquarters 
during the Battle of Plattsburgh. 

33 D&H Railroad Station Lower Bridge Street Queen Anne/eclectic brick railroad 
passenger station with elaborate 
decoration; designed by Albert W. Fuller; 
built 1886 by David Van Schaick. Also 
includes repair shop and switching building 
built 1893 by James Ackroyd.   

34 George Barber House 11 Macomb Street Built by George Barber circa 1875, partner 
with his brother in R.O. Barber & Sons Dry 
Goods and Carpeting, located at 48 
Margaret Street. Their father lived at 28 
Macomb Street. 

35 William Morgan House 17 Macomb Street Owned by merchant William Morgan in 
1869, this circa 1820 house, with its linked 
chimneys, is the only surviving Federal Style 
structure in this area, and one of the few in 
the city. 

36 Foquet House 130 Bridge Street The original Fouquet Stage House which 
occupied this property burned in 1864. 
Fouquet & Son rebuilt this structure with 
luxurious gardens the following year. 

37 Moss Kent Platt House 18 Macomb Street This house was built circa 1865 by Moss 
Kent Platt, a merchant and iron 
manufacturer, State Senator, and 
descendant of Judge Zephaniah Platt, the 
city's namesake. 

38 Franklin Palmer House 27 Macomb Street Built circa 1880 by Colonel Franklin Palmer, 
co-owner of Palmer & Company, a flour, 
grain, and feed store and mill on Bridge 
Street. 



39 Lowell or Bowen House 22 Macomb House This house was built circa 1815 in the French 
Second Empire Style by Samuel Lowell. In 
1886, Shepard Bowen rebuilt the house as it 
is today. 

40 Ned Baker House 26 Macomb Street The best representation of Stick Style 
architecture in the area, this home was built 
circa 1885 by Ned Baker, a co-owner of 
Baker Brothers lumber business on lower 
Bridge Street. 

41 St. John Skinner House 28 Macomb Street An example of late Greek Revival influence 
on rural, upstate NY architecture, built circa 
1832 by St. John B. L. Skinner, a member of 
Aiken's Volunteers during the Battle of 
Plattsburgh, lawyer, surrogate judge, county 
clerk, and assistant postmaster general 
under Presidents Lincoln and Grant. 

42 Herbert Barber House 30 Macomb Street This house, first owned by Herbert Barber, 
brother of George (11 Macomb Street), was 
built circa 1885 in a vernacular style with 
Gothic Revival elements added at a later 
date. 

43 Site of Zephaniah Platt House Hamilton Street Zephaniah Platt, founder of Plattsburgh, 
built his home at this site in 1799. 

44 Early Outposts - Forts Brown, 
Moreau, & Scott 

US Oval - North End Fort Brown, Fort Moreau, and Fort Scott, 
built during the War of 1812, once occupied 
the grounds surrounding the Plattsburgh 
Memorial Chapel. 

45 Plattsburgh Memorial Chapel US Oval - North End Dedicated in 1933, the Chapel was erected 
in memory of those station at Plattsburgh 
who gave their lives in World War I. 

46 US Oval Historic District - Historic 
Barracks 

US Oval The former Plattsburgh Barracks was in 
active use from 1815-1995, and its historic 
structures and picturesque grounds are now 
open to the public. Of the quadrangle of 
barracks started in 1838, only the south 
barracks still remain. The brick barracks and 
officers' quarters surrounding the oval were 
constructed during an expansion in the 
1890s. The regimental headquarters facing 
the parade ground was built in 1893, and 
the Colonial Revival style two-family homes 
lining the west side of the Oval were built 
between 1893 and 1897. 



47 Clinton County Historical Museum 98 Ohio Avenue The museum's exhibits interpret the area's 
history from the earliest recorded times 
(1600) to the present though paintings, 
maps, furniture, decorative arts, and 
rotating exhibits. 

48 Champlain Valley Transportation 
Museum 

12 Museum Way Originally established as a museum featuring 
Plattsburgh's Lozier Automobile Company, 
the Museum has grown to interpret all 
forms of transportation. 

49 Battle of Platts. Assoc. - War of 
1812 Museum 

13 Washington Road The Battle of Plattsburgh Association 
operates the Interpretive Center and 
Museum, dedicated to collecting, 
preserving, and maintaining artifacts and 
publicizing the significance of the Battle in 
our nation's history. 

50 Old Post Cemetery Corner Lake Forest Drive 
and NY-9 

Archeologists uncovered the remains of 136 
unknown soldiers while excavating on and 
around the Barracks and reburied them 
here. The cemetery has a monument to the 
unknown dead of the War of 1812, and is 
also the resting place of 163 unknown 
soldiers and 105 children or wives of 
soldiers. 
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

Note: At the time of the workshop, the Upper Saranac subarea had not yet been identified for inclusion.

Subarea Idea

North End
Private-public partnership potential:  No private land; city and state ownership; how can we work 

together? Shared services potential

North End Discussed dune restoration options and possibilities

North End Lack of actual trail in this area or a connection to the trail system

North End Hand launch area for kayaks, etc - creek area, etc.

North End
Nature trail near & around creek as well as area across from the beach area (State land that is wetlands)

North End Crete Center as a concert venue? Draw from ferry traffic

North End Cooperative agreements with private landowners

North End Outdoor venue? (theaters, concerts)

North End Dual use for winter

North End Crete use if demolished - what is the alternative?

North End Restaurants lakeside

North End Bike/hike paths through former dump

North End Health Dept. impact assessment done for Cumberland Corner - find document

North End Crete Center - heavily used - if removed, need to relocate

North End Environmental possibilities: beach, wetlands, native plants

North End Accessibility

North End event lawn

North End shared services with state services

North End trails and connectivity

North End "Green" building

North End Heating of the water and potential water issues

North End Pier and tide issues - building on pylons, like Louisiana, Florida

North End Don't compete with downtown

North End
Crete Center moved to Dock St/Downtown: centrally located; don't have to rely on cars; sensitive to low-

income; public transit brings to downtown

North End Boat transport from downtown to City beach

North End Public transit - light rail

North End Low income sensitivity

North End Banquet hall opening onto the lake

North End Crete Center - only area open for development

North End Cultural/historic assets: Native American site, "City Dump"

North End State Park Adjacency

North End Development and enhancement of community resources

North End The value of the Crete Center - it has to be somewhere

North End How do you turn the "dump" into an asset - ecological restoration

North End
What are the deed restrictions on the Crete Center?? May prevent anything but a recreational use; keep 

a narrow focus on what's allowed

North End Isolation is an asset: potential for more "intensive" use; BMX trail/snowmobiles

North End No access issues here

North End Entertainment/engagement focus

North End Ancillary uses that support the recreation use

North End Lease the land to a private business. 

Plattsburgh Community Vision and Implementation Strategy for Waterfront Revitalization

Public Workshop Feedback - October 28, 2015
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

Note: At the time of the workshop, the Upper Saranac subarea had not yet been identified for inclusion.

Subarea Idea

Plattsburgh Community Vision and Implementation Strategy for Waterfront Revitalization

Public Workshop Feedback - October 28, 2015

North End
It would be nice to see more restaurants and shops in the area - what about the building where 

Windows on the Bay used to be?  Or where that vacant motel is?  

North End
The Crete center.  This place could use a major upgrade!  Let's make this a venue for concerts.

North End Dock piers are a good idea.  Having a boat docking pier is also a great idea.

North End transport from other places in town -- too far for students or elderly to walk to. 

North End
bike path to connect the end of the Scomotion Creek bike path to the one which leads to the ferry.  

North End

Would be inclined NOT to remove Crete center but to possibly renovate.  I do not feel this facility is 

utilized enough!  A performance Pavilion sounds great but would be smaller and assume only usable 

during warmer weather

North End more camping?  more day activities?

North End venue to host large grounds for musical events/ local city hosted fair/carnival. 

North End
Residential and retail development. Beach front hotel(s), waterfront walkway/bike path.

North End Connecting non-motorized bikeways to the city and to the rest of the county

North End
Scomotion Creek former dumpsite could become a great park/rec area/golf facility. 

North End
Ferry service from the city marina and points south on the lake, and even to Vermont.

North End To create a fun beach complex, maybe with a pier, and some more restaurants.

North End waterfront family resort

North End

create a new civic center to replace the crete: designed less like a small recreational center with large 

open spaces and small bleacher seating and instead a civic center with a larger capacity (5,000-10,000 

seats)

North End
a full length pier - will help with adding new restaurants, shopping and sight seeing ideas

North End

I like the pedestrian piers suggested on the plan and the boat docking (no overnight stays).  I LOVE the 

outdoor event pavilion; it reminds me of Lake Placid's band shell and the Shelburne Farms concert 

green.  

North End Kayak and canoe rentals; wind surfing lessons.

North End Add  a more family friendly  area ( play ground, picnic area & or sprinkler park)

North End Entertainment - outdoor movies, etc. 

North End a suitable dog park

North End
Get the Ferry to go directly from Cumberland head in Plattsburgh to Burlington. (increase in tourism, 

walk-ons)

North End Try using a sandbar, to fix the waterflow and make the beach clean

North End A variety of food vendors would fit here.  

North End holding a farmer's market at the beach would be nice

North End
 a public space that is used as a town center for events, farmers markets and can be rented out for 

private events such as weddings, showers, etc.

North End Flexible community use space (movie ngihts, concerts, parties, trails, sports)

North End A miniature or smaller version of the Great Escape

North End Move the Crete Center to downtown Plattsburgh, which would allow for lower-income families to 

better access it, and make this entire area more of a nature preserve. 
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

Note: At the time of the workshop, the Upper Saranac subarea had not yet been identified for inclusion.

Subarea Idea

Plattsburgh Community Vision and Implementation Strategy for Waterfront Revitalization

Public Workshop Feedback - October 28, 2015

North End outdoor hockey rink

North End Bixi or Citi bikes or similar rental bike shops. 

North End
I believe our waterfront would benefit a great deal if there was a playground and maybe water park as 

well as go-carts

North End
Small grocery store in this area/village market; beach gear/water sports shop with rentals and lessons

Wilcox Dock To get out there on foot, it’s a couple miles to access. Sidewalk connections between streets is not 

good. Value to connecting this area to other bike trails. Opportunity to improve crosswalks

Wilcox Dock
If there was a dedicated bike trail – do we think it would fit in that area? There is a bike lane now on 

Cumberland. Complete streets does exist and is being worked on.  Enhancement of complete streets 

would be appropriate. Complete streets to be added to GP intersection.  

Wilcox Dock East/West access are needed (more than exists)

Wilcox Dock
Wilcox dock needs calmer activity. Ideal place for canoe launches, rowing, sailing (sailing lessons have 

been conducted there)

Wilcox Dock

We can develop activities to encourage certain outdoor activities: To south side of Wilcox Dock is very 

deep water - draws power boaters. The other side (north) is not as deep, but you can have boats there 

with centerboard and it is protected.  City marina has only deep water access for lake champlain. Wilcox 

is second..problem with this is two rather large sandbars . getting in there now with draft of over 5 feet 

is tricky. Does allow for moderate sized power boats, very protected launching of sailboats, kayaks, that 

allow you to launch in area.  

Wilcox Dock

This is an area that lends itself to this type of recreational opportunities uniquely.  Lots of fishing goes 

on there. Use of that area can help determine the type of activities. Jet skis, boat launches, we WANT 

chaos of the summer. 

Wilcox Dock

Walk or bicycle ride north of Wilcox Dock along Cumberland, when coming out of downtown 

Plattsburgh and connect into sidewalk onto bike path…nice way to travel if walking or bicycling because 

of proximity of lake. Sidewalk or bikeway there. 

Wilcox Dock
landscaping the area with trees, etc.  - shelter - Private picnic area. It needs some significant softening.  

Fishing there, but not a pleasant environment. 

Wilcox Dock Opportunity to do linkages with parks/streets/launch

Wilcox Dock
Complaint in that area: cannot set up motor homes.  Where can folks put their motorhomes?

Wilcox Dock
private land  - a lot of people walk & run up to margaret street – important to some enhancement for 

that area

Wilcox Dock
potential in greenlands to do walkways with boardwalks over.  Logical extension of greenway  to create 

linkage. 

Wilcox Dock Connectivity is key.  Biking/pedestrian/kayaking/canoeing from city beach to wilcox dock to monument 

park, to macdonough monument park to new marina and to base.  “Green Necklace” or emerald.

Wilcox Dock Mix of intensity of rec uses (marina to rec center to city urban park area to beach)

Wilcox Dock
For more access, need more opportunities: places to park, picnic tables, kayaking. If picnic area - profit 

from food trucks

Wilcox Dock
existing boat launch and kayak launch need development; existing pavilion could be developed more
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

Note: At the time of the workshop, the Upper Saranac subarea had not yet been identified for inclusion.

Subarea Idea

Plattsburgh Community Vision and Implementation Strategy for Waterfront Revitalization

Public Workshop Feedback - October 28, 2015

Wilcox Dock Interested to know what a campground would do in that location. 30-40 sites.  

Wilcox Dock Could there be a series of diving boards, public beach, recreational diving. 

Wilcox Dock
Moorings – develop a motorized launch – add moorings. Seasonal mooring rental or a small boat 

marina.  We get a huge Quebec draw, we could sell more.

Wilcox Dock
Pedestrian and bicycle access, pretty route. Cycling groups come down and go through this area…nice to 

accommodate them. Conflict in boat trailers

Wilcox Dock
Access: Easily accessible for neighborhood near, but to west of Margaret, Bailey, Oak, N. Catherine.  No 

way to get across the property to Sailly. 

Wilcox Dock Develop interpretive center on property across from Wilcox Dock?

Wilcox Dock Small boat docking. Small motorized boats/vehicles/trailer size

Wilcox Dock Small boat launch access (only) with parking for trailers

Wilcox Dock
more access for docking boats, not deep enough.  Possible 30-40 spots now? Do people want to go to 

an area that is more like the park?

Wilcox Dock
Connectivity: get a trail from city beach, to museum campus that makes sense; it almost has to go down 

Cumberland avenue. Has to go by monuments. 

Wilcox Dock
Connectivity – along Cumberland N of Wilcox Dock – more traffic than bike trail. Needs more bike 

access.  Dangerous turn by GP. 

Wilcox Dock Streetscape: One of the things DMP calls for  - gas street lights along margaret street. 

Wilcox Dock Water taxi between city beach and all points of interest

Wilcox Dock Church oil – reminiscent of concentration camp (???)

Wilcox Dock Passive recreation along waterfront owned by GP

Wilcox Dock Gazebo still there? Extensions for fishing/boardwalks

Wilcox Dock A recommendation to LWRP to remediate and or open to economic development or recreational use

Wilcox Dock Public parks/ball fields/community benefits

Wilcox Dock
Public access to lakes – don’t have very much land from which you can see the lake. Seems like a perfect 

place for a park to allow community to have nice view of lake; enhance the neighborhood

Wilcox Dock

Safety & security – When boats were kept there without police patrol, they were broken into regularly 

(80’s-90’s)

Wilcox Dock
Environmental: Why are they undeveloped? Would this be a location for support services? Repairs for  

boats? Proximity to boat launches. –if economic value of this idea is valuable

Wilcox Dock
Proposal being right now for community sailing center – permanent installation for all sized boats. 

Remediation is needed. 

Wilcox Dock There is an environmental story to tell there - nature center; pcb cleanup; was a watering site for pcb 

cleanup. Where GP is now, lozier motors work was there until WWI.  

Wilcox Dock Restrooms available for public use - bathouse style, not port-a-potties

Wilcox Dock Trails with space for both bikes and pedestrians

Wilcox Dock
improve the pathway out to the point and make the point a bit safer to explore with smaller kids.  

Wilcox Dock
Open space when you first turn on to Cumberland Avenue (from Boyton) that would be great for 

picnicking and a pavilion.

Wilcox Dock A park or low impact recreation would be good. How about short hole golf?
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

Note: At the time of the workshop, the Upper Saranac subarea had not yet been identified for inclusion.

Subarea Idea

Plattsburgh Community Vision and Implementation Strategy for Waterfront Revitalization

Public Workshop Feedback - October 28, 2015

Wilcox Dock small boat/kayak rentals; snack shop; take advantage of the gazebo space

Wilcox Dock put up art pieces/ murals/ landscaping

Wilcox Dock picnic shelters, a fishing pier and a more complete boat launch site

Wilcox Dock
renovating and maintaining the lung trial (or removing it all together) and creating a grassy open area

Wilcox Dock Public park in the area between Cumberland Avenue and Margaret Street.

Wilcox Dock
In the morning there is always a line up to get into the water and at night there is always a line up to get 

out of the water.  Maybe another bay for access.  

Wilcox Dock maximize the dock space by moving all parking across the street.

Wilcox Dock need sidewalks to continue past Point View Terrace to Margaret St.

Wilcox Dock
Wilcox needs to be well lit at night, a neighborhood watch program would be helpful. More street lights 

and cameras are a must.

Wilcox Dock
Community events such as fishing lessons and "tournaments"/ contests for the kids.

Downtown
Dedicated bike lane within corridor and coordinate plan with the two options for the SRT

Downtown NYSEG site vs city's water edge ownership - a buffer easement

Downtown develop regulations for the NYSEG site

Downtown What defines downtown vs the transition area?

Downtown
Illustrate public space component - potential green space downtown; map of city with easements and 

green space

Downtown
Challenge: Salmon Run. Should protect this (eg. Lighting could affect salmon) - Take into account river 

and lake will become higher over the years

Downtown Dredging along the north side of the city marina. DEC issue with getting it open

Downtown
Dredging issues near Dock Street - Consider dredging near boat launch on North edge (near WWTP)

Downtown Balance of commercial, lodging, and green space for people to congregate

Downtown Create events around natural events, eg moonrise

Downtown Move MLD out of the area

Downtown
Water treatment plant as an attraction - close to mass transit connections, cleanest and greenest plant 

possible

Downtown
What to do with the large parcels:  An attraction - amphitheater, recreation center, nature of the area; a 

restaurant as part of the marina

Downtown Enhance connections between the Arts Corridor, Durkee, and Waterfront

Downtown Make a portion of Margaret Street pedestrian

Downtown
Secondary streetscape improvements along Jay Street, Hamilton Street, across Broad Street Bridge back 

to Durkee

Downtown Use public art to make connections

Downtown Incorporate historical elements - would like interpretive center on Dock Street

Downtown
Event area at Durkee and center for city events - liberates traffic and connects to the Arts Corridor

Downtown Residential development - mixed income and a demand for services

Downtown grocery store downtown

Downtown
Pods of development at Durkee Street along the river: east of Saranac River along Pond St and Guy Way

Downtown zoning and code restrictions for new development
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

Note: At the time of the workshop, the Upper Saranac subarea had not yet been identified for inclusion.

Subarea Idea

Plattsburgh Community Vision and Implementation Strategy for Waterfront Revitalization

Public Workshop Feedback - October 28, 2015

Downtown Consider the railroad track - negative; emergency access

Downtown
Downtown is very different during the day than it is at night - effects of college town

Downtown
Development west of Durkee Street is a possibility; Include site south of Broad Street for development

Downtown Housing on the NYSEG parcel

Downtown NYSEG site is a potential relocation site for City Recreation Center

Downtown Rehabilitate existing pedestrian bridge at NYSEG site

Downtown
Enhance the farmer's market  - year-round market (noted Hamilton NY Farmer's Market schedule)

Downtown Dock Street - water park

Downtown
Think year-round use; 4-season destination: skating, wind boards, slide (Lake placid), indoor skate park

Downtown Emergency services

Downtown Train station - what to do with it?

Downtown Need for residential development downtown

Downtown Dock Street is dangerous from train station to water. Traffic is a problem at 4th of July, fishing 

tournaments. If train stops at the intersection, you are stuck with no exit.

Downtown
Relocating WWTP is not feasible - opportunities along the Saranac on the east side? Near current 

PMLD/WWTP?

Downtown Lakeside container buildings should be removed or rehabilitated

Downtown Crete biking/running/pedestrian loop - Central Business District walking loop. Connect McDonough, 

WWTP/Marina, Lakeside Container, NYSEG, Durkee Street Loop.

Downtown Strand is KEY to this concept

Downtown
Why new parking footprint at Durkee lot? Why not build UP on existing parking? Don't use valuable 

space for parking.

Downtown
Will the population of Plattsburgh in 2050, 2080 support this commercial/mixed-use focused plan?

Downtown This group LOVES the whitewater park idea

Downtown Skating rink downtown on Durkee street lot - urban 4-season park, winter life in City center is grim - 

urban central park with sledding/skating, summer gathering, farmer's market

Downtown Peace Point could be the location fo the Farmers market

Downtown Need a hotel on waterfront

Downtown
development of lakefront/marina area with increased parking, hotel and ecomuseum

Downtown More parking downtown

Downtown face lift on some of those buildings on Bridge St 

Downtown Developing the NYSEG Site with access by foot +/or car

Downtown
The city parking lot is a great venue for the Farmers market or any type of festival.  

Downtown
At one point a hotel was going to be built down by the Naked Turtle.  I believe that this still NEEDS to 

happen. 
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Note: At the time of the workshop, the Upper Saranac subarea had not yet been identified for inclusion.

Subarea Idea

Plattsburgh Community Vision and Implementation Strategy for Waterfront Revitalization

Public Workshop Feedback - October 28, 2015

Downtown
Open the area near the marina to mixed use: residential, lodging, retail and dining

Downtown areas for outdoors seating/cafe seating on the side walks not with barricades

Downtown
We have a beautiful river. Why can't we have at least one restaurant on the river??

Downtown I think the building of an ampitheater and/or relocating the Crete Center here would be ideal. It is a 

place where we could have large events for the area - like concerts, fireworks, battle of plattsburgh, etc.

Downtown That huge unused parcel east of the train station is just begging to be developed. You could build a new 

"downtown" there with lodging, dining, residences and retail. 

Downtown
Durkee Site concerns: Already empty retail in the area; parking vital to existing businesses - perhaps 

locate a structure on Bridge Street at old gas station site

Downtown
Bike rentals - improvements of mapping/advertising/signage of the connection to bike paths out to he 

beach, base bike path, Saranac river trail. 

Downtown food & wine festival downtown where the local businesses are

Downtown  a concert venue, such as an ampitheater in the waterfront area

Downtown
make margaret street one side of the street parking only... Then widen the other side walk on the 

opposite side to encourage outdoor dining, etc 

Downtown
spaces to host more festivals, more FAMILY activities - attract the kids...the parents follow!

Downtown Increasing accessibility of public transit such as a light rail or a trolley system. I think it would also be 

interesting if the train system could be used to our advantage like a wine train route.

Downtown

Increasing ease of foot and bike traffic. We also should be mindful of our fellow citizens with handicap 

issues such as wheelchair accessibility and space, as well as benches for anyone who needs to take a 

break. 

Downtown Improvements to/development of Trinity Square park - new fountain

Downtown Fewer bars downtown - more fine dining/restaurants

Downtown Parking - accommodate residents who live above the businesses as well

Old Base
Old Base marina - access after bank rehabilitation. Potential for use as a swimming beach, if rec dept 

supervision (limited visibility - security issue)

Old Base Connection to Barracks brewery

Old Base Rehabilitate pier at old base marina

Old Base sailor's beach - enhancement for better access

Old Base
bike/ped path connections must be strengthened - have sections now, but fragmented. Lane from 

North end of TG park to Dock street

Old Base Incorporate historic district into paths

Old Base Coordinate paths with SRT

Old Base Transportation museum - entrance from TG path

Old Base Friends of the Old Stone Barracks committee - planning walking tour

Old Base Old base Marina beach - no swimming now, plan to open for swimming?

Old Base
What is the alternative to Sailor's beach bridge? Beach seems too small - do we want more access? No - 

maybe a ramp for pedestrian access, focus on Old Base Marina

Old Base Asphalt skating rink at old base (Hannaford Rink) - hasn’t been used (no water supply)
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Note: At the time of the workshop, the Upper Saranac subarea had not yet been identified for inclusion.

Subarea Idea

Plattsburgh Community Vision and Implementation Strategy for Waterfront Revitalization

Public Workshop Feedback - October 28, 2015

Old Base
Museum campus - develop/make a destination - more accessibility and signage to connect to 

downtown

Old Base Public transit between downtown and old base area is currently not promoted

Old Base Move some museums to Dock Street - especially Battle of Plattsburgh related

Old Base
provide lighting on bike trail - appropriate for residential areas - need for increased safety

Old Base
Public transit to connect museums/brewpubs/old base with downtown and parking

Old Base
challenge - view to lake are obscured due to development of condos, etc - selective clearing of brush 

trees as solution without causing erosion

Old Base
Nothing permanent on oval green - keep it green, flexible; use for events/kite flying

Old Base
Add pedestrian/bike streetscape and façade improvments to South Platt Street, US Ave to circle

Old Base Add to oval: public restrooms

Old Base Fort Brown underutilized - location (parking?), overgrown

Old Base
Waterfront access - three other access points - Bridge, signage, add trolley (?), "no swimming" signs

Old Base Oval - chapel is popular for weddings, use of oval green space - enhance area

Old Base
Plot west of barracks and north of cemetery - recent change in development restrictions

Old Base Bike baths - want to develop race loops

Old Base Want to connect existing trails

Old Base
Lake Champlain museum - could develop a satellite location - could provide a tallship (replica)

Old Base possibility to add facilities for rowing/races?

Old Base Fort Brown - interpretation, parking?, need walkability to it

Old Base Create walking loop from SRT, behind Army Reserve, to Fort Brown

Old Base Old Base Marina - rehab? Sell?

Old Base Connect bike paths - Terry Gordon path to Rt 9 connector - near brewery

Old Base Expand LWRP boundary all the way up Saranac River to the Town line

Old Base Provide water on the oval for the ice rink and irrigation

Old Base Restoring the docking area would be an added bonus for access from water.

Old Base
Prevent the whole place from becoming a museum (Old Sturbridge Village, Williamsburg). Focus on the 

continuity between past, present and future.

Old Base
Lake views are obstructed by trees however clearing that provides environmental concerns

Old Base  create a museum/workspace - Reuse some old base industrial space for modern museum support 

(perhaps a consortium of the museums) to provide skilled services in preservation of materials

Old Base
Put a massive museum/interpretive center--with a room for every local hamlet's museum in it--in the 

beautiful giant old building on the south end of the Oval. 

Old Base
Fix the old docks, connect them with ferries, use the old base marina for outdoor theater productions in 

the summer.

Old Base
A banquet/reception hall in the building at the end of the oval opposite the chapel would be a great 

asset
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Note: At the time of the workshop, the Upper Saranac subarea had not yet been identified for inclusion.

Subarea Idea

Plattsburgh Community Vision and Implementation Strategy for Waterfront Revitalization

Public Workshop Feedback - October 28, 2015

Old Base Better access to downtown such as a light rail or a trolley system. With increased foot traffic places like 

the historical society and the museums could be open for more hours and promote our historical area.

Old Base Utilizing the oval park for community events.

Old Base Lighting the bike trail for safety issues

Old Base
I have always thought a section of the Oval would make a much better performance space than the 

steep banks of the Saranac River below the monument. There is plenty of room to set up a stage on the 

Oval and provide lawn seating that does not interfere with sports venues on the Oval.

Old Base
improve signage for museums - Maybe all the signs should look similar, state their open days/hours and 

admission prices.  

Old Base I would like to see at least one small motel/hotel option at this end of city.

Old Base
Bixi or Citi bike type stations, more benches along the bike trail, clear out some underbrush to impove 

lake visibility from the bike path and the Oval    

Old Base Ferry people from base marina to Valcour island for reasonable price.

Old Base
Really make it a museum campus. Have trails between. A trolley that takes you between museums. 

Old Base

Tie it all together a little better with walking paths and other attractions. Incorporate the two new 

breweries and encourage other small vendors to come in. A coffee shop/bakery would be real nice 

there. So would a taco stand or a sandwich shop.

Old Base Improve pedestrian bridge over the tracks for safety

Old Base Provide handicapped accessibility
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Identify Strengths for the North End
Along the lake. Proximity to beaches and nature.  Within walking distance.  Could extend downtown area to the 

north.

Lake, access to Northway and City.

World-class views, a great potential recreation area. An interstate highway exit giving easy access to Montrealers. 

Lake champlain 

Accessible, naturally beautiful, abounds with recreation opportunities, has existing bike path and beach facilities.

The trails and bike path as well as the beach.

Location, location, location!!! Close to a major airport, close to Vermont (Burlington), close to Montreal, close to 

Lake Placid. 

waterfront, beach, access to highway, popularity with Canadian visitors, lots of land to develop that the City already 

owns, crete civic center (also a challenge for upkeep and repair).  There exists a nice mix of overnight stay options, 

from motels/hotel/camping/cabins/house rentals.    Entertainment is just a short drive to Cumberland 12 or 

downtown.  

Lots of "tourists" in this area driving to and from ferry, highway access. Space for opportunity, natural resources 

readily available. 

Location to Rte 9 & i87

Beach access, trails

Beach, Views

Beautiful beach and views! Already good facilities and parking. 

There is a beach and easy access to the ferry close by.

The lake itself is a huge strength along w/ the Crete center property and city beach.

Tourists from Canada and Vermont, bike/ walking paths

The City Beach offers one of the most spectacular views on earth. The surrounding area is also appealing because it 

provides a sense of being in nature--a welcome break from the surrounding city scape.  

The water front is a great strength along with the close proximity to Burlington and Montreal.  We have a lot of 

Canadian tourists in the summer that help boost the economy.  

There are none, the City in my opinion has done very little to make this right.  The beach should be cleaned and the 

sand replaced...there was a  beach there years ago but it has shrunken so much it is disgusting.  On top of that 

there is nothing there, years ago my brother proposed an area on the beach that would be set up similar to the 

Great Escape on  a smaller scale.  He was essentially told he was an idiot for proposing it.  If Plattsburgh doesn't do 

something, we will start losing our Canadian visitors too who spend so much money in our area.

Beach, convention center, camping, ferry traffic, highway access. Beach is typically busy when weather is good. 

Events such as beer fest, volley ball etc have been successful. 

the beach is beautiful.  thats all that needs to be there

Environmental elements such as indigenous grass, the beach area, and the state park nearby. 

View 

Waterfront on Lake Champlain. Close distance to Montreal, Burlington and Lake Placid 

the beach exists & is free for students

Open spaces that are utilized by many different organizations throughout the year

Lease the land to a private business. 
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The beautiful water front that can be enjoyed for so many different things. We went too many times to count this 

summer. 

Natural beauty: dunes, wetlands, beach, lake.  Heavily traveled so whatever happens at the Crete or at the Beach 

will be sen by hundreds if not thousands of drivers.   Underdeveloped and vacant land close by. Some of this land is 

natural and should be preserved and some should be re-developed.

Is ideal because of proximity and ease to ferry & interstate access.

Lots of parking.

the 'wildness' of the west end of the city beach.  leave it as is w/o development  

We have the most beautiful lake frontage in Plattsburgh.  We really need to maximize the opportunity for growth 

along the shoreline.   It would be nice to see more restaurants and shops in the area - what about the building 

where Windows on the Bay used to be?  Or where that vacant motel is?  We have so much space that could be 

used as entertainment space, or revenue generating spaces.  We already have a ton of Canadiens that come down 

here and want to spend money and boat on our lake.    The Crete center.  This place could use a major upgrade!  

Let's make this a venue for concerts.

Beaches and summer activities.

It's located directly off exit 39 allowing easy access for events. Also easy access to and from the ferry. Beautiful 

location with great views of lake Champlain.  

Free public access to lake.  History.  Natural beauty.

A lot of local and international foot traffic at the city beach.  Dock piers are a good idea.  Having a boat docking pier 

is also a great idea.

Beautiful. Great sand. Plenty parking. 

Identify Challenges for the North End
Maintaining habitat for waterfowl.  Private ownership of land along lake.  

Add new features without destabilizing/destroying downtown.

Private ownership of the lakefront that won't cede to any public use cuts the North End off from the rest of the city. 

And nobody will challenge that idea. So we have the world's most gorgeous McDonald's Drive-Thru lane. Polluted 

water that shuts down the beach, which may result from siting a sewage plant right on the water.

Politics

Beach underutilized due to lack of attractions (restaurants, decent hotels, boat rental not available).

Not easily accessible. A walk from down town to the city beach is about 2 miles and most of the beach is private 

until you to the start of trail near the bike path. Plus walking past the old dilapidated Lake Side apartments is bad 

enough. They reek of mold and sometime there are some shady people around the area.

Older buildings and structures currently in place on some of the proposed areas make for the extra decision making 

and the extra costs involved in restoration or demolition. 

Getting enough popular events at the Crete Center to fund the repair/maintenance (don't tear it down!  it must be 

cheaper to repair the building than to build new!  the cost of concrete alone is $130/yard!).  Marketing, attracting 

locals and visitors.    POLLUTION - from the sewage treatment plant, it tends to all flow to the beach unfortunately.  

There aren't a lot of challenges other than getting people to utilize the great natural setting that we have!  The only 

downfall is that it bring visitors to the outskirts of the City, they may not visit downtown - but it does bring people 

to our area, which hopefully would benefit everyone.  
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Seen as the "bad" side of town, lots of drug/illegal activity. Areas in disrepair, condemned buildings, Mc Donald's on 

the waterfront. Not much drawing business towards this area, the only "real" reason I drive over that way is for the 

beach, Cumberland 12, or to get to the ferry. Wild Dreams is not so family friendly or attractive.

Lack of signs for city beach  from all directions 

Wetlands, demand for parking and access to beach. Water quality problems. Swampy -- the entire area needs to be 

set up so that the wetlands function properly.

Crete Center is ugly. Far from center of downtown Plattsburgh. Lack of restaurants and businesses. 

No easy transport from other places in town -- too far for students or elderly to walk to. 

The Lakeside area is quite a sticky wicket. 

Crete center and city beach are run down and unkept.  To become a tourist destination, you have to LOOK like one.  

Clean up both properties, get rid of run down buildings, fences, etc.  Grounds must be pristine and litter free.  

Repave beach parking lot.    Another challenge is going to be some of the run-down properties that surround the 

beach and Cumberland Corners.

Water pollution

I think the challenge is to preserve the area's natural beauty and to enhance opportunities for recreation that is 

compatible with its natural assets. 

Challenges for the area are professional job prospects to lure young adults to the area and/or keep them in the 

area, and those seeking an active life style who like to go to festivals and events that do not focus on truck pulls and 

eating greasy food.    The area has a large amount of land on the waterfront, however, I do not think it has been 

utilized to take the most advantage of it.  We have a water sanitation plant, a paper plant, McDonald's and motels 

with people who have recently been released from prison residing in them is not the best use of a beautiful natural 

resource along the waterfront.        I also think there are a handful of close minded people in the area who might 

fight and argue that everything is okay the way it is, but we have such a high drug rate in the area, that we need to 

do something to bring more professionals and culture to the area.  

Getting the Legislators and people in power in the city to get off their duffs and get things moving.  It is not rocket 

science people...

Needs a wow factor as one of our major entry points. Better use of old convention center or upgrade for regular 

year round events. Bathhouse needs upgrade. 

accessibility

Environmental impacts, access, connecting it to the rest of downtown

Good old boy network of city management that has failed us for years. Ferris has monopoly on the crossing to VT, 

strong lobby against a bridge 

the crete centre is an eye sore - either demolish and make something new or make it into parking for the beach  or 

just do SOMETHING with it please 

lack of bike path to connect the end of the Scomotion Creek bike path to the one which leads to the ferry.  

Distance from the center of the city. Lack of knowledge about what is there. Price for non residents. I suggest 

having season passes that non residents can buy because the state parks have a pass like that. You will have people 

buy the parks one instead of paying your fee. But if there is a season pass it may get more people to come and pay. 

There is an extreme lack of services on the north end.   There is no sense of community there. Walkability ends at 

the intersection of Rt 9 and 314.  
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Cost  Would be inclined NOT to remove Crete center but to possibly renovate.  I do not feel this facility is utilized 

enough!  A performance Pavilion sounds great but would be smaller and assume only usable during warmer 

weather.  So why not use those funds for Crete Center?  Unless you have enough funds for both.  I would imagine 

beach goers would love the additional entertainment during summer months...but still don't know if you will be 

able to pull enough revenue to cover overall costs.

Keeping residents entertained in a fun and safe environment.

finding a use for the crete center and/or razing it to put something there more useful.   or.. maybe not having 

anything there at all in the way of an arena.  more camping?  more day activities?

Getting people to stay in plattsburgh.

crappy under developed surroundings/poorly managed surroundings. Ex: lakeside apartments, lakefront 

McDonald's(prime real estate owned by a fast food chain?!) golden gate motel, ripvan winkle motel.... All eyes 

soars and harbor government assisted living as well as drug and alcohol abuse.     Poor use of existing. Facility. 

Existing facility in need of repair/ refurbishing or new building constructed in its place.     No venue available to host 

large grounds for musical events/ local city hosted fair/carnival. 

Environmental cleanup.  Distance from downtown is a problem for children, elderly, and people with disabilities.

Bathrooms.  This summer of 2015 was a terrible setup for bathrooms.  Not enough docking space for all the boats 

on the docking pier.

Water is gross. Very dirty. Very limited on what u can do in water. I havent been to beach in years because you 

arent allowed go have fun. No throwing frisbees nothing. Its water. People want to play in water. 

Identify  Opportunities for the North End
Residential and retail development. Beach front hotel(s), waterfront walkway/bike path.

Increase beach area amenities 

Connecting non-motorized bikeways to the city and to the rest of the county could make this a destination similar 

to the area around Traverse City, Michigan. The Scomotion Creek former dumpsite could become a great park/rec 

area/golf facility. You could put ferry service from the city marina and points south on the lake, and even to 

Vermont.

Lots of potential

To create a fun beach complex, maybe with a pier, and some more restaurants.

The lake, the beach, exhibition space in the Crete center.
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One thing I have always noticed is that Plattsburgh is a perfect location to attract tourists/visitors to the region. 

However, we seem to lack tremendously in some of the basics that families look for in an area to vacation. For 

example, there is no resort style hotel anywhere in Plattsburgh, despite the fact that they have the perfect 

waterfront location to be able to attract and sustain a large waterfront family resort. Some other smaller things 

that are fun for families and attractive to visitors are fun places like mini-golf courses or arcades (the mall arcade 

doesn't count) and their is certainly the land available for such developments in prime locations. Also, the future of 

the Crete Civic Center in Plattsburgh can be tied into this as well. It's obvious that Plattsburgh officials have made it 

well known that they want to attract as many visitors to the area as possible, for many reasons, economically being 

one of them. Well, I think the space where the current Crete Civic Center is located leaves the perfect opportunity 

to create a new civic center to replace the crete. This civic center should be designed less like a small recreational 

center with large open spaces and small bleacher seating and instead a civic center with a larger capacity, like say, 

5,000-10,000 (actually seats) would be more ideal. It can still be used for recreational ideas similar to what the old 

crete civic center was used for, but also have the size and capacity to hold larger events, like concerts, sporting 

events etc etc. Having the facility to be able to host larger events will allow for more visitors to the area and 

tremendously help our local economy with large events that attract large groups of visitors to the area. Another 

thing that may not be possible but would certainly be worth considering in regards to the beach area. Why not a 

full length pier? This will certainly help with adding new restaurants, shopping and sight seeing ideas that 

Plattsburgh lacks into a centralized place that is all close to the beach at the same time. 

Another thought that will certainly go a long ways to attract large amounts of visitors to the area is to add an outlet 

mall. Many folks go out of their way to travel, sometimes long distances, just to find outlet malls for bargain 

shopping. I've always found the space on Route 9 right next to the Cumberland 12 movie theater and the bowling 

alley to be a large enough and functional enough space to accommodate such an idea. Plus, any company who 

develops outlet malls would probably be quite surprised to see that area open for development and how perfect in 

location it is being directly off of a major highway, close to Canada, right near the ferry to Vermont and just outside 

of Plattsburgh. These would obviously be major large scale development ideas, but if Plattsburgh is as interested as 

they seem in becoming a growing area of the future perhaps these large scale projects would go along way to 

helping with that vision. 

I like the pedestrian piers suggested on the plan and the boat docking (no overnight stays).  I LOVE the outdoor 

event pavilion; it reminds me of Lake Placid's band shell and the Shelburne Farms concert green.    If enough people 

were attracted to the area, that would mean another hotel and new restaurants!  Word of mouth...if visitors have a 

good experience, then they'll tell their friends.  

Lots of potential for a nature walk, a safe bike path is already in place. Some local businesses are already there. 

Beach (when clean) is a great space for families and friends. Kayak and canoe rentals would be a great addition. 

Maybe even wind surfing lessons.

Add  a more family friendly  area ( play ground, picnic area & or sprinkler park) also give a discount to county 

residents  because I know from where i live ( Chazy). It's the same price as the point Au rouche and they have a play 

ground and covered pavilion . What the don't  have Is restaurants or stores close by 

Swimming. Outdoor recreation on trails. Entertainment - outdoor movies, etc. A suitable dog park would be nice 

instead of the tiny patches of grass that are used as dog parks now.
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Connect beach to downtown. Nature walks. Restaurants. Pier Pavilion. Tear down Crete Center. Make a multi-use 

facility with restaurants, shopping, recreation or shipping museum, something like the Echo Center. Make it more 

family-friendly. 

A larger park area, a boardwalk to town, outdoor stage for concerts and theatrical performances. 

1. Get the Ferry to go directly from Cumberland head in Plattsburgh to Burlington. You will see a great increase in 

tourism, because of the simple fact of walk-ons.     2. You gotta make that beach clean. Try using a sandbar, to fix 

the waterflow. 

Opportunity exists to have a beach facility like no other.  Could also have concerts and other events at Crete 

property.

Perhaps a hotel for the Canadians 

This area should be a site where folks primarily can enjoy the lake vista.  While some recreational development is 

desirable, it should be small scale, so as not to disrupt the area's essential character.  A variety of food vendors 

would fit here.  

The city beach could use a face lift with more board walks, cleaner bathrooms and maybe actual restaurants on the 

waterfront, not just fast food and smoothies.  The Naked Turtle is there, but the service and food is terrible.  The 

only allure in my opinion is that it is the only restaurant in the downtown area on the lake and where boats can 

dock and drive up.  It would be nice to have a fine dining restaurant on the lake.  It does not have to be the caliber 

of a 5-star restaurant in Montreal or New York City, but something like Anthony's or Irises.  Burlington's church 

street is beautiful at night with the lights in the trees and the trubidor's playing music on the streets.     Possibly 

holding a farmer's market at the beach would be nice too.  I was in Buffalo, NY for a wedding and they had some 

great spaces that could be good for the city.  Larkin Square is a public space that is used as a town center for 

events, farmers markets and can be rented out for private events such as weddings, showers, etc.  They also utilize 

their waterfront with a farmer's market and arts and crafts, and they have public rentals for paddle boarding, 

kayaks, those little boats you sit in and peddle around for 30 minutes (sorry, I cannot think of what they are called) 

and other services with restaurants all around.      I have also lived in a ski resort in Colorado with a man made lake 

that is always packed at night.  They host movie nights in the summer, there's a small stage for concerts and they 

host kid events and dance parties there, walking/running trails, volley ball nets, fishing areas, soccer field, tennis 

and basketball courts, areas for picnics.  They are always hosting flag football and ultimate frisbee games.  Granted 

the area has more money in taxes because it is a resort, but there is a working class in the area and they are always 

using the space.  The sidewalks are beautifully landscaped with a wave pattern, and not just straight and boring.  

There are digital signs around town that drivers can see with current events listed and the temperature.  There is 

also a bus stop that brings  you to the area.  The city beach right now does not have that.  The only way to get there 

is by car or walking.  

A miniature or smaller version of the Great Escape...an area at the beach that actually offers swimming lessons to 

folks who can't.  Etc....the list goes on.

Boardwalk and transient dock are good ideas. Organize more events.  Beach weddings could be a success. 

Playground. Better food. 

I think the Crete Center should be restored and used for public events.  It could host a lot of activities in 

Plattsburgh. Plattsburgh needs things for people to do.  Small, probably, local concert events, craft fairs, etc.

Building an event location for special events and weddings that can take advantage of the natural beauty. Building 

ice skating and other winter related sports area. Moving the Crete Center to downtown Plattsburgh, which would 

allow for lower-income families to better access it, and make this entire area more of a nature preserve. 

Improved greatly the downtown/waterfront area. Bridge to VT. More pull from Lake Placid region
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Increasing the variety in the Crete center.  Currently, i understand that the Crete center is utilized for indoor soccer.  

This is one of the only venues open to the public that the city owns which could host events with their concession 

stand, bathrooms and bleachers.  It seems to be complicated to roll out the temporary flooring over the indoor 

grass, so it limits any other organizations from utilizing the space. 

More events being held here if the space is used correctly. You could have a big sandcastle festival come. They 

started one in port Huron Michigan a few years ago and it's very successful. Having more food and beverage 

options will mean prices might be lower and more people will stay longer at the beach. Make an adult only section 

of the beach and family sections. 

More retail and quality lodging and dining are needed.  The beach boardwalk is really nice but it would be great if it 

were extended southward, at least to Scomotion creek but preferably all the way down to GP. The boardwalk could 

be used to tie together this entire neighborhood, much the way the Saranac River Trail does in the center city and 

south end.    

There is certainly opportunities for more eateries and reasonable lodging.  Having some competition would 

certainly add growth and having a variety of selection I believe would encourage more tourists to come and stay as 

well.  Perhaps even some interesting shops/shopping in area.

Possible water park for summer time. A nice legit and kept up outdoor hockey rink! Mini golf/go carts. Outdoor 

haunted house/maze for Halloween. For the holidays what about a giant Xmas tree with annual lighting ceremony 

including fun and games.

improving the existing crete center so it can be used for larger (or smaller) events.  Now it is either too large or too 

small, depending on the use needed.    Development of city beach area in the way of retail space or cafe space 

during the summer months.    

Beach and summer activities.

If the waterfront was developed maybe better development could happen alon Rt 9. Could have as many 

opportunities as the rt3 corridor if developed properly. 

Recreational, educational, outdoor events.

2015 Summer brew fest was a big hit.  A similar event once a month during summer perhaps.  Having a section on 

beach permitting use for small fires in the sand in the evening.  This allows for people docking boats overnight to 

get out and truely enjoy the evening in the moonlight.  Don't put this possible section too far from the main 

attractions though as the people will lose interest being  quarantined from the public.

Put in some water slides or platforms to swim off from. Put a life guard out right there in the water. Chairs can be 

made high enough and then the supervision would be right there. 

Feedback on North End Priority Project Concepts (Link in description)
Crete should be demolished and a conference center or resort hotel put up in its place - not an indoor/outdoor 

recreation complex.  Connecting trails. Nature trails are of interest.  

The Crete center: how much does refurbishing it coast versus demolishing. I know usually cheaper but Is there any 

other empty exhibition halls besides the field house?  Get more events. The Adirondack wine festival seem 

profitable, why not try something like that for restoration or something.
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Fist and foremost- we've got to protect our natural resources, so I think remediation of environmental issues 

should be first on the list. As far as demolishing the Crete center, I'm a little nostalgic about seeing my first Cricus 

there, playing indoor soccer in the winter there, and frankly I think it was a mistake to stop having youth hockey at 

the Crete, so I think it should be remodeled.    The ideas you've presented for the beach itself, renovating/ building 

new bath houses, piers, boardwalk, lawn for performances, etc, all sound fantastic and well needed.    I think there 

needs to be space dedicated for this area that will draw people in year round, not just seasonally when the beach is 

open.

Concept 1 is not too much of an improvement from now. The Crete center needs to be removed and reconfigured 

elsewhere. What is the point of the pedestrian piers? They are a good place to hangout and drink.

Like the idea of tearing down the Crete Center and wetlands protection.

I like the concept, yay for dune restoration and performance space! 

Don't put a bunch of docking right in the action areas. All that happens is that the police will not allow people or 

will always be down there at night, which ruins the romantic aspect of any beach anywhere.... think about your 

beach vaction... you do want a restraunt with drinks there tho. They can share responibity for cleanup, as well. 

All sound like great ideas.

I favor Concept 2, as I believe that the City and Town should cooperate to create a new recreational facility.  The 

Crete Center has outlived its usefulness.  Though demolition will be costly, the space will be better used for 

activities specific to beach recreation.

I do not have any feedback on this.  This plan appears to be the same plan that is always in the works and has been 

years.  The changes seems so small in comparison.  I know planning takes time and money, but I think someone 

needs to look at a big overall picture for many years down the road.  You have to use money to make money is the 

saying right?    

I think it should remain a beach, uncommercialized.  We dont need more shopping especially there.  It would take 

away space from the beach. this should be an area for people to go to just enjoy our beautiful lake.  An eatery or 

two would be nice but I think more grills, shaded areas, picnic tables, etc. should be added.

I prefer the last image of the priority project concepts. I strongly support moving the Crete Center and replacing it 

with an outdoor space that can be utilized while enjoying nature. 

I really like the idea of an outdoor theater.  After attending the Rusted Root concert in Lake Placid this past spring I 

hoped Plattsburgh would create a similar space.

I can't get back to the link.  But I did enlarge and look at both concepts as best I could.  Overall I do like #1 the best 

but think this may also be the most costly.  That is the one without the pavilion..correct?  Since can't get back there 

just want you to definitely know which concept preferred.  I like the additional buildings and parking for beach with 

the boardwalk and a boat dock.  However, if you are definitely removing the Crete center then you have to have 

the pavilion.    You do need a place for entertainment even if only for a few months a year.    Are there any 

renovations +/or additions to camping area?    

I don't see the distance from downtown as a minus .  The city has provided signage and bike-ways from downtown 

to the beach.    scomotion creek wetlands should be left alone as wild areas.  it's part of the area's charm and 

should not be developed    Advertisement:... in the 80s the city beach was packed every weekend esp w/ 

Montrealers.  Not it's a ghost of itself w/ regard to attendance.   Perhaps more advertisement out of the area is 

needed?
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Beaches are terrible and you a roped off like cattle in the smallest swimming area possible. The day is ruined by 

whistle blowing teenage life guards telling you not to swim there. Nobody wants to pay $7 to be yelled at no balls, 

no frisbees, no goggles I'm no longer going to the beaches because of this.

I thing a development along the lake is great including pedestrian piers and docking sites.  A boardwalk with 

shopping and food venues would be nice. But I hope the development takes into consideration of the flooding . 

Concept 2 looks like a better fit.

What recreational activities would you like to see in the North End?
More beach! Better beach!  Better trails - connecting Cumberland to downtown.  Concert area?

A clean beach open for swimming from May 24-Sept. 24. Bicycling access. A true indoor-outdoor rec center, with a 

pool on the site of the Crete. Par-3 golf course on Scomotion Creek. Or at least bona fide, non-scary nature trails 

there. 

Kayak rentals, parasailing for hire, more beach volleyball and zumba on a regular basis.

biking, boating, snowshoeing, skiing, lake skating?

Advertise kite boarding - it seems very popular - on a windy day you'll see 30 riders at the beach!    Bixi or Citi bikes 

or similar rental bike shops.  PLAYGROUND at the beach - so you can enjoy the property for 3 seasons and not just 

the summer time.  A nature walk through the wetlands would be interesting for future development.   

Kayaking/paddle boarding/ canoeing

Lessons and classes for people who want to try/learn different water sports and activities. Fishing lessons, and boat 

tour guides- there are lots of people in this community that are talented and knowledgeable and its a resource that 

is not tapped.     Educational nature walk, with a program for children- think of the activities you find at state parks 

and camp grounds (Fish Creek in particular has a great program for kids). Overall a theme of conservation, 

education, and appreciation of the natural resources that Champlain Valley has to offer.    Kayak/Canoe/Boat/ 

Water sport gear rentals and sales.

Park, sprinkler park, skate board area, covered picnic spot 

Trails for rollerblading. Connect the bike trails on Cumberlandhead - all the way to the ferry

Biking, swimming, bird watching, fishing, paddle boating

What is there or could be there -- walking, swimming, sunbathing. 

Bands are cool, but no rap, no hwavy metal... Country is ok ONLY for kid days... Mostly, people want rock and roll 

bands. Music festivals get people paying 400 a ticket on average, and those bands are rock and roll bands... 

Concerts, etc.  A place to rent kyacks, canoes, etc. at the beach would be nice.

Volleyball and other sport competitions on the beach

Low impact activities:  hiking, birding, biking, kayaking.

Bike trails, walking/running trails, soccer/football field, outdoor ice skating rink, tennis/basketball court, skateboard 

park.  We no longer have a place for mini gold since Ponderosa closed.  The Comfort Inn closed their outdoor mini 

golf and their inside one is really "lame".  I finished it in 10 minutes, but was trying to come up with a different idea 

for date night instead of the usual boring thing.  
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Our location is a Huge tourist attraction, definitely in the summer!!     As a previous seasonal employee at the city 

beach for the past three years,  I have been asked soooo many times by tourist if we have any parks, or recreational 

activities strictly for children/families?    From the feed back that I have received from guests I believe our 

waterfront would benefit a great deal if there was a playground and maybe water park as well as go-carts, all 

suggestions that have been mentioned to us as ticket clerks.  

Concerts  Theater  Flea markets  Circus  Family Fun Zone - such as zip lining, ropes course, climbing wall, 

trampolines, etc  

Nature educational activities - tours and explanations of the natural unique elements.  Swimming, lawn sports, an 

ice skating rink

A playground would be great.  Showers to rinse off feet easily before parking lot  when leaving beach.  

Outdoor wellness programs such as outdoor fitness classes, kayaking, paddle board, anything that gets people 

outside and encourages the utilization of the beautiful waterfront and open spaces.   Maybe outdoor food events- 

food trucks or something of that nature?

Biking and water sports.

Several docks would be great!  Maybe 1 or 2 at each end of beach instead of just one place.  Having boat/canoe, 

wind surfing, as well as other summer activity equipment rentals would be a great addition to that area. Tourists 

and others who want to do these type of things and do not have their own should have the opportunity to acquire 

them.  Classes to teach one how to do various sports would also be valuable.  A small golf course?? Maybe a par 3?  

Small concerts  Contest/competitions in various areas.    

Icehockey tournaments on the lake, when it's frozen.  Curling!  A festival similar to the one in Saranac Lake with ice 

sculptures and a castle.

Water park, slides, restaurant family activities.

Kayak canoe rentals, charter fishing. Boat and jet ski rentals, parasailing, kite surfing, diving. 

Swimming, public boat launch, nature trails, discussion of history of Lake Champlain and Plattsburgh Bay.

Mini putt. Go carts. 

What types of businesses would you like to see in the North End?
Boutique hotel with retail businesses (boutique/local) casual dining (e.g. Ingredient) Absolutely ZERO drive through 

fast food restaurants - they kill community.  

(I hate this question whenever it appears. I think a survey is to get input on what people see today. People can't 

reasonably evaluate ideas they haven't seen.)

Hotels, mixed-use residential, real shopping near the cinemas.

Lake front restaurants 

more restaurants, a new hotel.

I don't think the area can support business. There is too many empty lots of dead businesses out there minus the 

cinema and north bowl.

Resturant with bar and outside patio, bike shop, the kayak shack
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I think a small grocery store would be a great business for this area. Something like Village Market in Waterbury, 

VT,  or Mac's. A grocery store that is not too large, but has fresh produce and a deli. At this time, the closest grocery 

stores are on the other end of town (Price Chopper, Hannahford, Wal-Mart) or Yando's at the South Side of town. I 

think a store like the village market, that offers quality, would do a lot of good for the area, which at this point is 

pretty run down.    I think, again, it would also be great to have a business in this area dedicated to water sports 

offering rentals, sales, and lessons.

Grocery store ( coming from the north there is nothing ) pharmacy and maybe a beach shop with trinkets , beach 

toys, sun block & bathing suits(A normal beach side seasonal store ). A few more snack shacks ( pretzel stand, ice 

cream stand , hot dog( Michigans are the official food of the north country ) , pizza shops . Pretty much normal 

board walk  things 

Restaurants!!

Those that enforce a modern, environmental idea. Kayak rentals, yoga, etc. 

Restraunts with piers, arcades, maybe a hotel. When in doubt, see how the good tourist towns in Florida rock the 

waterfront. Emulate that! 

A large grocery store would be nice.  At one time there was talk of this to be located near the bowling alley and 

Cumberland 12 movie theatre.  Possibly a hotel.

Local restaurants/eateries

I am not in favor of business development, except for concerts and food vendors at the beach.  Cumberland 

Corners could use some revamping.

I would like to see more local restaurants with a fun and funky flair to them, ice cream shop, fudge shop and local 

shops for shoes, clothing, jewelry, arts and crafts, but the not the usual mainstream shops at the mall or those that 

are downtown where everything is second hand.  Downtown has too many second hand shops with a lot of "junk".  

I like the flair and vibe of Burlington...Sweetwaters, Ecco, Mac, Urban Outfitters, Ben & Jerry's, Homepoint, Ri-Ra's, 

so and so forth.

Beach bar  Beach shop  Restaurant not pricy but family friendly  Snack shack  Bike rentals  Kayak or canoe rentals  

Lake cruises dinner, moonlight, family, city tour, etc  Hotel and camping

I don't think we need more businesses there.  Probably just an eatery for the beach. 

An event space that can be rented out by businesses and weddings, as well as other events

Indoor trampoline park or gym for kids and adults.  Something active to do in the winter indoors.  

more upscale food opporotunities

Restaurants. It would encourage tourism, especially bike tourists from VT/ MTL to visit our waterfront for the day.

Retail  Banking  Fine dining  Quality lodging  Kayak and bike rentals  "surf" shop - catering to beachgoers, 

windsurfers, SUP users, kayakers, canoeists, wakeboarders  margaritas and tacos!

Additional & reasonably priced Hotel/Motels  More variety restaurants/eateries  Maybe additional shopping even if 

small shops +/or businesses side by side.. easy to walk to as well as drive.  More concerts to attract the younger 

crowd as well as other all year round activities at Crete.  The Crete center needs MORE promotion!! There should 

be something going on there very week.

More retail, specifically things like grocery stores, hardware stores, etc.,  especially at the former n. country 

shopping center.   As it is now folks living on the city's north end and outside the city's north end have no retail 

opportunities.   This also contributes to traffic congestion as all those folks must travel to the Rt 3 corridor.  If retail 

opportunities were made avail. in the north end, the congestion issue would be alleviated.  
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Restaurants and shops...not pipe/glass pipe shops.  Classy businesses.

Family theme park

It would be wonderful if that location was more of a destination for recreational activities. (Route 9 and north 

Margaret)  would not be without question to see water park, indoor rock climbing, go carts. 

None.

NO HOTELS!  We already have limited waterfront and it would be a disservice to our area if we take away our 

waterfront views.  People who are visiting city beach are not looking for hotels...they are traveling in boats and/or 

campers.  It is summer weather and outdoors we seek in our beautiful weather...NOT HOTELS.  A small restaurant 

with outdoor seating overlooking the entire lake would be a great asset with all local and international foot traffic.

Do you have any environmental concerns for the North End?
I'm concerned about maintaining the habitat that exists, but I think with smart planning, it could be.

Do not compete with downtown.

Clean water on the beach. Make it so cars aren't the only transportation choice.

We impact the environment way too much with stupid things like redirecting the Saranac river. Try low impact and 

positive change.  

POLLUTION, not necessarily from the developments but existing pollution from the paper mill and the sewage 

treatment plant.

I think that no matter what, we need to generate more business in this area, and more attraction, and the over all 

theme of your project needs to be about conserving our resources, and education. This includes educating our 

community about pollution and how it has effected the lake and the businesses in our area.

Impact on the beach and water quality.

Just make the companies work for the city as part of thier contracts to clean up the area... They should want to 

anyway, because a clean beach is the draw, in the first place.. 

The lake pollution should be top priority for all local and state officials

Preserve the wetlands; protect the lake--I'M VERY concerned about water quality and algae growth.

Any new development would have an impact on the environment.  I also think planting new trees and flowers for 

areas that get torn up is a good way to bring nature back to the area and restore some of the environment.  Maybe 

making it so that certain buildings or all buildings are LEED certified.  I am not sure if there are any developed city 

areas where an entire development is LEED certified.  Maybe this could be a large stepping stone for the city and 

put Plattsburgh on the map and in people's ears with a special development like this.     People do not want to pay 

to park, but you might have to charge to offset the cost somehow to pay for people to tender to the area for 

landscaping, trash removal, maintenance etc.  

I would be interested to know what the environmental impact report states

The mill

lots of littering; concerns over water quality 

The increase of boat traffic in the area.

Leave the undeveloped lands alone or try to restore/improve.

only that current wetlands be left alone and not developed.   Wetlands are a HUGE resourse and , world-wide, have 

been depleted/destroyed to a significant level.   Let's not allow that to happen here. 

Flooding. Proper rainwater management. Water quality (maybe redevelopment ad location of waste water sewage 

plant needs to be addressed) 
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Yes, cleaning up the old City dump. Negative impact of large hotel on lakeshore.

Water is disgusting

Any other ideas/thoughts regarding the North End?
It's cut off from the city. You need to connect it in non-motorized ways, with regular shuttle service from 

downtown during the summer.

Water park. Should of done that years ago looked for a developer 

Its going to cost a lot to revitalize it. 

To LINK all the areas so we have an interconnected recreational and education corridor to attract all types of 

visitors.  History buffs, art aficionados, adventurists, bike riders, beach goes, campers, families,.....it's all about 

bringing everyone together, get on the same page, and ADVERTISE all the great amenities we have to offer.    We 

already have great offerings in Plattsburgh, our greatest challenge is getting people to know about them and enjoy 

them.   

Open skating rink in the winter, so the area doesn't "shut down" when the beach closes. 

The beach needs more curb appeal  and more appeal on the corner of rte9 so that there is some draw. Maybe a big 

champy that says lake Champlain or Plattsburgh city beach  something to make it attractive 

To stop the problem of dogs on the beach, please establish dog park of about 2+acres in the area. 

Research what other small cities have done with their waterfronts please.

Seriously work on the ferry from plattsburgh directly from burlington. A shuttle from the ferry at cumberland head 

to downtown with a stop at the beach would really get the  people flowing from burlington... They could come 

party here without bringing a car.... its a no brainer. 

I have so many ideas and thoughts and pictures.  I travel all over the country for work and I see changes other cities 

have made and I always think "Why hasn't Plattsburgh figured this out yet?"      I know this is a survey that is 

supposed to remain anonymous, but here is my e-mail: kyanulavich@hotmail.com.  I have a degree in interior 

design with a focus on interior architecture.  I understand urban design and space planning.

Yes do something with this very beautiful natural resource. 

We need a nice mix of events in downtown and the beach area. Allowing some events at beach will stop so many 

events from blocking traffic within city. This is an underutilized area and while it is improving we need to capitalize 

on it. 

Bridge to Vt

the beach is so narrow and hard to access areas other than right near the parking lot. Also lots of debris after 

storms makes it gross

I would be curious to see if we had more events taking place in that area now that we have City Planners if they 

could better pin point what is working and what isn't.

The city has turned its back on the waterfront for generations. Let's turn that around and open up the waterfront 

up and down the strand to everyone.
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There is an empty building near Scomotion creek which still stands and needs removed.  This property could also be 

used for access by boat to that area and would be another nice place for a dock so one can fish there as well.  Could 

also access the area without having to go to beach as there will be those who do not want to use or go thru beach.  

Perhaps you could have your walkway from beach extend to that portion with sitting areas and nicely landscaped 

gardens.    All the run down +/or empty buildings in this whole area of concern needs to be addressed as 

EVERYTHING needs to be aesthetically appealing if you want someone to come and particularly if you want them to 

stay.  I cringe each time I drive past these places.  Perhaps the town/city/county could help with private owner's 

cost??  or purchase?  or at least force the vacant abandoned buildings to be torn down and replaced with greenery!

None not previously stated above.

Bi lingual kids park.

Maximize public use.
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Identify Strengths for the Cumberland-Wilcox Subarea
Beautiful waterside area. Quiet area.

naturally beautiful, easy access

Great beach for little kids, nice nature path, very popular boating spot, access for all types of boats and other 

watercraft, good distance to downtown (could improve bike access)

Beautiful and historic homes in this area. Wilcox Dock is a great spot for fishing and boaters.

Proximity to route 9 & downtown area

Great area next to the lake. Good land for recreation area.

Access to lake.

There is a giant field across the way that has never been used...

The dock itself is a huge strength.

Extra boat launch to avoid clutters at others nice

The dock is in a great location right near Route 9 and it has a nice little cove for docking. The neighborhood is nice 

and has some high priced homes...good tax revenue.  

Beautiful area that coiuld be used for access to boating - swimming, etc...

beautiful waterfront

Excellent fishing, beautiful views

The dock has lots of parking, people currently utilize the location as it stands and will not need a lot of additions to 

make a great place to hang out.

Lease the land to a private business.

Beautiful homes in the area.

Beautiful quiet small underdeveloped area.

proximity to lake/water

beaches and summer fun

Public access to lake.

Identify Challenges for the Cumberland-Wilcox Subarea
Access requires driving or walking in the street to get to the trail. Not really well identified (says someone who 

hasn't lived here all their life).

It's cut off from both downtown and the beach. Just like Plattsburgh is cut off from Montreal, Burlington and the 

Capital Region. And it will always stay that way.  You'll never get past the private ownership of the waterfront. It 

dooms Plattsburgh eternally.

Locals living close by

ugly GP building, lack of sidewalks on cumberland ave near Wilcox, bike path is narrow and dangerous in this area, 

Access.

Connecting it to downtown, fixing up the street front, pollution, advertising and getting rid of people negative 

opinion of the area.  Clear out the POISON IVY!

Wetlands are vulnerable. Georgia Pacific is run down looking and huge. Not a lot of water front is actually "open" to 

the public, most water front in this area is sitting behind a massive mansion.

In adequate signs ( in French and. English) 

Wanting to make empty land residential. This area is good for "upscale" housing. There is a need for fair priced 

housing in Plattsburgh. I am a new faculty member at PSU and I don't qualify for low income (of course) but I also 

cannot afford to live in upscale housing. 

Georgia Pacific, residences

It is kinda residential there... day things are good, but night things wouldn't be ideal. 
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dock is run-down, appears old, no restrooms.

Poison ivy on the trail

I run along Cumberland Ave a lot and there becomes a lack of sidewalk.  There is a bike lane, but you don't always 

want to run in the bike lane when you have a pack of 10 bikers on street bikes about to run you over.  Your only 

option is the grass which has a drop-off into the ditch or the street.  Cars do not always move over since I am in 

their road, but I have no where else to go.  It's a little dangerous.  

accessibility

Near an industrial site and not friendly to foot/bike traffic

The healthy heart/ lung trail looks like a road to a haunted house.    Pedestrian and bicycle accessibility/ safety after 

Wilcox Dock.  

The same beautiful homes on the waterfront make it inaccessible to the masses. 

Privately owned property and environmental protection

private landowners and the paper mill

PCB cleanup should be reviewed. There are rumors, supposedly coming from people hired to do the cleanup, that 

most of the PCB remains in the lake.

Identify Opportunities for the Cumberland-Wilcox Subarea
Longer trail - connecting trail to larger network of trails. 

It's about maxed out. As good as it will get.

to utilize the undeveloped land near wilcox,

Luxury condos.

The City already owns the property so this is an easy area to focus on.  The City already cleared out the brush last 

year which was an improvement.  I go to Wilcox beach quite often in summer, it's a great beach for smaller kids 

that don't swim yet.    improve the pathway out to the point and make the point a bit safer to explore with smaller 

kids.  

Wilcox dock. Open space when you first turn on to Cumberland Avenue (from Boyton) that would be great for 

picnicking and a pavilion.

Make it more family friendly 

A park or low impact recreation would be good. How about short hole golf?

More ways to interact with lake. More places for recreation and leisure.

I guess some fishing expo stuff would be good there... no permanent atuff, but food trucks and stuff. 

It's all bit up with houses, not sure I see much more of an opportunity.  Maybe a real bathhouse at wilcox dock that 

is cleaned on a regular basis.  The porta-potties are not that great and after being on the lake all day, you really 

want a nice bathroom and somewhere to wash your hands and possibly freshen up if going out to eat after.  

I think this would be a great place for the city to provide small boat/kayak rentals. Perhaps a small snack shop and 

take advantage of the gazebo space that is there. 

I like the ideas proposed.  I'm not sure that I would want to develop the area north of Wilcox dock but maybe 

putting up art pieces/ murals/ landscaping.  I always love driving down Cumberland Ave during the sunrise and 

sunset.  It would be a shame if we fill our open spaces, just for the sake of filling them. 

The dock is interesting. Even though it is currently only a gravel lot it is widely used. Could it possibly be made nicer 

with picnic shelters, a fishing pier and a more complete boat launch site?

Increased opportunity for use and alternative from busy large marinas  A park by the lakefront with pavilion, tables, 

grills and restrooms. And dock for boats +/or fishing.  Walkway to Margaret St.

nature trails affording views of wetlands and lake but not physically intruding upon either
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Fishing, boating, picnicking.

Feedback on Cumberland-Wilcox Priority Project Concepts (Link in description)
All good ideas!!

Most of downtown Pattsburgh lacks easy access for traffic. This fact has made Cumberland Avenue a more heavily 

used street and this is shown in the increased use for traffic and community events. The result has been an increase 

in street closures for parades. sporting events, and heavier use by drivers seeking a shortcut to downtown.   If the 

city intends to "protect" the Cumberland Avenue community it should seek alternative areas for the above 

mentioned activities. I see the proposed development as the beginning of more overuse of Cumberland Avenue.

GENERAL FEEDBACK: we have a lot of great trails/bike paths in the City already, maybe more maps and signage to 

connect the paths would be great!

I think it's really important that number one on the list be achieved, enhancing picnic and day use amenities- this is 

what will really draw families to the area.    I also think adding more fishing docks would be a great thing.     

Pedestrian access to Margaret street would make a world of a difference, Margaret street is always pretty busy.

Like them.

meh.     

no feedback.  I forgot to look ahead of time and had to retype everything on downtown when i forgot to look 

ahead of time and lost it when i went back to previous screen. 

I support all of the ideas for this site

I like the idea of putting grills and picnic areas down there for the people who would utilize the day use boat area 

and fishing areas.  I think renovating and maintaining the lung trial (or removing it all together) and creating a 

grassy open area that kids and families could play in. 

I love ALL of your ideas but think would hold off on neighborhood development and perhaps improve what is 

already there.  If ever you needed a roundabout you have two horrific intersections of multiple streets off 

Margaret.  One at the Georgia Pacific area and then the next intersection down with Miller & Weed and another 

street on each side.  Love the concept of building up the day picnic/pavilion idea with docks for fishing, grills etc.  

Bathroom facilities would be a nice addition as well.   Walkway to Margaret St spot on.

Public park in the area between Cumberland Avenue and Margaret Street.

What recreational activities would you like to see in the Wilcox Dock area?
 provide for kayak, small boat rental, 

bike racks, canoe/kayaking docking/pull off area, maps showing connecting bike paths

Local food vendor, pavillion, and space for events like kid's birthday parties, photo opportunities, etc.    Play ground 

for the children, possible a dog park- this is always a good spot to walk dogs.

Playground &coffee shop 

It's creepy now.  Whatever you do, make sure it's more welcoming than it is now.

Fishing pier.

Kids day stuff would work good there... Fishing stuff.. 

A picnic/pavilion area is a good idea. 

Maybe more areas for fishing for those who do not have a boat.  

fishing, boating, bike and foot access

The low key current activities are great, especially for being so close to a residential neighborhood

Boating and fishing, picnicking, maybe an improved bike/walking path downtown.
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Keep it simple.  Large picnic pavilion for those who have reunions, weddings etc.    No overnight camping!!  Boat 

dock for fishing is grand idea  Small playground for children..swings & slide  Wouldn't want to see this area overrun 

as is smaller, quieter but under utilized at present.  Is a nice alternative for locals as well as a quieter place for 

others away from downtown & marinas.  I have lived here 31 years and did not know this place existed until 2 years 

ago!  

Kayaking. Canoing. Paddle boats. Sea doo rentals. 

Promote those that currently exist.

none it's too dirty stay away 

Fishing, boating, picnicking.

Suggestions for waterfront access in the Cumberland-Wilcox subarea
pull-off space for kayaks, canoes and SIPs.

Taking advantage of the space that is open, not just leaving it as an open and unused field.

Kayak and canoe rentals. Ice skating in the winter.

Trails.

Its already there.... 

In the morning there is always a line up to get into the water and at night there is always a line up to get out of the 

water.  Maybe another bay for access.  

Healthy heart/ lung trail, sidewalks, bike paths that link the complete streets path to downtown plattsburgh.

I would suggest maximizing the dock space by moving all parking across the street. Although it will be difficult 

explore the possibility of building a beachfront from the dock to the mouth of the Saranac. A beach could be 

accessed by everyone and would not be as intrusive to homeowners as a boardwalk.

Nothing to add other than docks already proposed.    Does boat ramp need any updating?  Parking?

kids fun

Free public access.

Suggestions for neighborhood protection and enhancement in the Cumberland-Wilcox subarea

need sidewalks to continue past Point View Terrace to Margaret St.

Do they have a problem?  They live on a City street just like everyone else in the City, why do they need special 

protection?  What about people that live on Cornelia or Broad Sts.  they don't require special enhancements or 

protection.    NO SUGGESTIONS

Wilcox needs to be well lit at night, a neighborhood watch program would be helpful. More street lights and 

cameras are a must.

I don't think we need more housing.

Its pretty blocked off already, but there is a part that isn't fully proctected on that fence all the way on the end of 

the heart trail. 

It's a fairly quiet neighborhood with professionals and families.  I am not sure on the protection and safety.  I feel 

safe when I run during the day, but later at night it is a quiet neighborhood.  A bit secluded, especially at the 

monument with the gazebo.  

Focus on the dock being a dock and not a recreation center.

Not at present

landscaping and lighting to afford visual protection from any development for housing currently existing
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Any other ideas/thoughts regarding the Cumberland-Wilcox subarea?
What about more public art - like Burlington has the Earth Clock - we could have art that integrates with the 

environment.

No strong feelings on this except please don't think about duplicating Burlington (Echo, etc.).

It wouldn't take too much to improve this area.  Public Works has done a lot with it already.  I see tons of people 

boating and fishing or having their lunch breaks or dog owners.  I rarely see anyone on the beach - I don't think 

people know it's there.  I hardly ever see anyone on the paths.  The porta-potties are nice.  Improve the parking 

area with permeable paving material.    this area like all others just requires people to know about it and want to 

go. 

Community events such as fishing lessons and "tournaments"/ contests for the kids.

Do we really need it? 

I think that this is the area for the hardest sell. If the area was more appealing (without the factories nearby) then it 

would be more of an exciting spot. As is it seems like a good place to preserve the wetlands but otherwise leave 

alone. 

Its docky... hehe 
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Identify Strengths for the Downtown Subarea
Cute downtown - it's quaint, it has potential.

Compact, walkable, free parking on Durkee St. and waterfront. Small local businesses that you can't find at a mall.

Lake champlain

DOWNTOWN, SARANAC RIVER, easy parking (we can't lose parking spaces in durkee lot), restaurants, history, 

architecture, arts center, Macdonough monument park and band shell, history, shopping, mixed 

residential/commercial space, proximity to waterfront, pedestrian bridge, train access for visitors, and the CO-OP 

the best place to buy local and organic goods! 

Downtown Plattsburgh is really making a come back, businesses are growing. Architecture in this area is beautiful 

and there is so much history.    Desired location to be for locals and tourists alike, young and old. 

Close to city population. The Saranac river.

Again, awesome downtown waterfront potential, mixed use space, arts corridor, river, remediate site potential

The eagle monument is a nice area. 

Several good existing restaurants, proximity to waterfront, boat basin, and marina.

Walking distance, beautiful

Strength for the area is the historic part of the area.  There were improvements made in the past to the buildings, 

but they appear to be in need of a little TLC again.    Close proximity to Montreal and Burlington, College kids and 

their families.  

Downtown is horrible, there is nothing to keep people downtown except for the bars that are there,,,sad but true, 

bring some stores to the area, get more shoppers in there spending their money.

beautiful waterfront areas

the waterfront is by far the best aspect of this area

Ability to park within a block or less of most restaurants and stores.  Increasing amount of restaurants that are 

trying to create a good and unique product.

City marina

I love the development of lakefront/marina area with increased parking, hotel and ecomuseum.  More parking 

downtown as well is essential and having a face lift on some of those buildings on Bridge St will enhance our 

already improving downtown Margaret/Durkee St area.  Developing the NYSEG Site with access by foot +/or car.  

Improved appearance of waste plant.  

proximity to the majority of plattsburgh's population.

The city parking lot is a great venue for the Farmers market or any type of festival.  It would be nice to get more 

vendors involved.      We have so many beautiful buildings downtown with so much history.  It would be nice to 

advertise the history of certain buildings.    At one point a hotel was going to be built down by the Naked Turtle.  I 

believe that this still NEEDS to happen.  People will pay a lot of money to stay in a hotel with a waterfront view!    

Beaches 

Lakefront and riverfront. 

Great location for enhancing waterfront with family entertainment activities.  Beautiful views of the lake.
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Identify Challenges for the Downtown Subarea

Sense of identity of the community - history of military town, but it has been a generation since there was an active 

military presence - we need to be something else. We also need everyone working together on a single project, not 

8 small groups trying to do the same thing - so community communication and centralized leadership.

Getting people to come downtown. When they come off the Northway, they see the mall straight ahead of them. A 

simple Free Downtown Parking sign would do wonders (with the companion return to Northway signs). The theme 

should be "we won't let you get lost if you explore Plattsburgh."

No anchor retail. Sewage plant occupies best spot in city. Drunks and heroin addicts. Racists. No students of color 

want to stay in this area after graduating from SUNY because they feel unwelcome. So our population will grow old 

and wither away.

getting people to enjoy all that downtown has to offer, property owners maintaining their buildings and 

surroundings, the stigma the downtown has to outsiders and locals - bars, rif raf, dirty, etc.

Lost of space is being misused, wasted- and I'm talking specifically about the eye soar that is the water treatment 

plant sitting right on the water front!     Lots of crime in the down town area.

Inconsistent mix of businesses, some are not consistent with econmic growth. Just how many bars do PSU students 

need? Traffic flow problems and congestion. Need parking for current downtown residents

The large amount that needs to be done.

Many -- especially the water treatment plant and the large parking lot right on the water front. 

It looks like crap... You guys ever heard of paint...Half the city is alley stricken.  There is no bushes hiding the trash 

everywhere... The streets are very dirty with stains ... Far too many people live there, and there are far too many 

law offices, instead of shopping venues... 

Water treatment plant.  No one wants to build a hotel next to a smelly sewage treatment plant.  Getting property 

owners to improve/update the look of their properties.

Old buildings, tight roads, snow

Challenges for the area are housing and getting jobs into the area.  Maybe the rent is too  high downtown in some 

locations so people are not coming in.  But then maybe the rent is too low which is why we have a lot of junk shops.  

There needs to be a happy medium to bring in the right type of business and clientele.      I would love to see the 

apartments downtown all fixed up and turned into lofts and high-end apartments for the young professional.  There 

are professionals who move to this area and the housing choices are not great.  I lived in a complex 4 blocks from 

downtown and after 3 years I saw the change of people and moved out.  I want to surround myself with like 

minded and career oriented people.  Not the neighbor who has 5 adults and 10 kids living in their 2 bedroom 

apartment or the other neighbor whose girlfriend makes front page of the newspaper for sticking a bag of cocaine 

up her lady bits or having the cops knock on my door due to complaints in the area because some woman is 

screaming bloody murders everyday and her significant other is telling her to "shut the f**k up you dumb b***c!" 

on a regular basis.  

parking

accessibility, parking, dealing w/ the train and the water treatment plant

Old school politicians that have no vision

bridge street after the river (near campus corner/charter) is one of the scariest looking areas in plattsburgh, please 

improve- maybe more lighting? a lot of college students walk this either to go to the naked turtle or campus corner 

and it is VERY UNPLEASANT 
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Under utilizing the existing downtown buildings.  The cost of renting any space downtown is much higher than 

locations in the Town of Plattsburgh.  This has lead to many businesses leaving downtown Plattsburgh and moving 

uptown.      Bars, vape shops, head shops.  Lack of places to get fresh and healthy food. 

Two very important things:  Open the area near the marina to mixed use: residential, lodging, retail and dining  

Figure out how to tie in this "downtown" on the waterfront with the "real" downtown - make it appear to be as 

natural as can be to flow from the waterfront to Margaret St and the arts district. 

Cost and time management  Need to break up and do a section at a time and knowing how to prioritize. 

CLEAN IT UP!!   It's filthy... papers and other debris all over... The City is at fault, as well.  Sand is left on walks and 

parking areas from previous winters....We cannot change downtown over night but perception goes a long way to 

making an area better.    Un used storefronts.  Make it more advantageous for property owners and prospective 

business starters to begin a business downtown, perhaps through altering the tax structure.

hiring a beach staff

Presence of sewage treatment plant at mouth of Saranac River.

Train station is an eye sore.  Tall grass/weeds are ugly.  Fencing is ugly.

Identify Opportunities for the Downtown Subarea

Retail development; opportunities for public art that is inspiring and positive. Gathering places for community that 

are more than just "event" gathering places - areas for outdoors seating/cafe seating on the side walks not with 

barricades - landscaping: trees, shrubs, flowers, plants, fountains, etc. What about a downtown ice skating rink? 

Developed farmers market with permanent structure/stands/functionality year-round? 

(See previous response about evaluating solutions that don't exist.)

There aren't any because of the people who live here. Nobody with real money wants to invest. Plattsburgh will 

never miss an opportunity to miss an opportunity.

Gorgeous downtown area - we're not Burlington, we don't need a church street marketplace - but own version of 

the Plattsburgh downtown arts, shopping, eating, recreation corridor!    Plattsburgh: a place for art, food, nature, 

and enjoyment.  

With people already enjoying the area as it stands today, with added improvements this will only increase the 

attraction to this area.    AMTRAK train station is bringing lots of tourists to this area.

We have a beautiful river. Why can't we have at least one restaurant on the river?? Geoffreys Pub doesn't count.

More restaurants, shopping, recreation, arts and cultural activities and engagement outdoors

Could be a better shopping district. 

Parks for activities, waterfront 

There are a lot of opportunities for the area.  Someone needs to go out and seek them and see what other cities 

are doing to make a turnaround.  We need to utilize our waterfront.   

I think the building of an ampitheater and/or relocating the Crete Center here would be ideal. It is a place where we 

could have large events for the area - like concerts, fireworks, battle of plattsburgh, etc. Further, it's location being 

near to downtown and near to most bus areas make it ideal for low-income or others who rely on public 

transportation to access. It can also be used to boost the use of public transit if it is a popular location for people to 

visit. 

Food truck would be neat.  Bike rentals.  
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Marketplace environment- accessible waterfront - enjoyable outdoor dining without street traffic 

Currently buildings in existence that are beautiful and part of Plattsburgh's history.

That huge unused parcel east of the train station is just begging to be developed. You could build a new 

"downtown" there with lodging, dining, residences and retail. It would be wildly popular with summer guests and 

have people live there would ensure year-round activity.

Potential for huge growth via business and opportunities for increased activities for both residents and tourists.

Downtown could be great.  It's walkable and accessible.  Promote this.   Give people a reason to go downtown; 

currently there is little reason unless one needs to shop at the coop or go to a bar or certain restaurants.    

Currently there is only one coffee shop downtown but there is room for some competition in this area... encourage 

that.

beaches

Free, public access to lake and river.

Affordable family entertainment!  This area needs attractions that invite people to come and relax, have fun and 

interact.  Miniature golf would be a great outdoor family activity.  

Feedback on Downtown Priority Project Concepts (Link in description)
Arts corridor is ESSENTIAL for the survival of our community sense of culture. Any enhancement or moving of 

electric/water treatment plant is essential. We need a downtown that is aesthetically pleasing and inviting, not one 

that shows our infrastructure.

no link.    I like the arts corridor park linking through the existing park, but I think the Farmers market should stay 

where it is.  It's convenient for people (and myself), to stop at the market, then shop at the Co-op, stop for ice 

cream (44 below) and maybe make a deposit at the bank.  I sometimes spend all morning downtown on a Saturday!  

Leave the building as is for now, expand on the existing riverfront boardwalk to Bridge St.  1ST PRIORITY should be 

to fix up the old Church oil property, include temporary/changing local art installations (in Montreal, near McGill 

they have an arts display that changes regularly), benches, small playground, maybe access to the river (but there is 

access at macdonough monument so not a priority).  As mentioned before, we need to keep the parking at durkee 

st lot!  whether it's a new parking garage or whatever, but that lot seems to be well used.  In order to make 

downtown usable, the restaurants, shops and other places need to have easy access parking in order to compete 

with the box stores uptown.  

I think it'd be good to relocate the commercial businesses that are in the area, and the storage yard. Transforming 

NYSEG's MPG site sounds like a must.    I think relocating the Farmer's market may be necessary, I have never 

visited its current location.    

Excellent!! Can we really do it?

Really like the large street to link the arts area to the marina.  

All good ideas.

Sounds good.  I think a lot of those areas need to be relooked at and how they can be used to the best of their 

potential.  

a lot of good ideas.  It would be nice to get a shopping area like burlington has.  cobblestone walkways between the 

stores, no cars allowed in that area
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I support the ideas for the NYSEG site.     I am concerned about the Durkee site. There is already empty commercial 

space in this area so I am concerned that this new building project would be so dependent on having new 

businesses in this area. Further many of the local businesses - the North Country Co-op, the restaurants, the small 

shops - all rely on that parking lot to provide easy access to their stores by patrons. The current plan, as I 

understand it, would essentially cut off the businesses on Bridge Street from the parking which will be particularly 

cumbersome for those who do their main shopping at the North Country Co-op which is a downtown staple. If the 

city truly wanted to move forward with getting rid of the parking lot and instead putting in a parking structure, I 

would advise that it be on Bridge Street, perhaps where the old gas station was. It is off to the side and would still 

allow easy parking and access to the businesses on Bridge St. as well as City Hall Place such as Cache Elegance, Once 

Upon a Time, Dress Code and the North Country Co-op.     I think the building of an ampitheater and/or relocating 

the Crete Center here would be ideal. It is a place where we could have large events for the area - like concerts, 

fireworks, battle of plattsburgh, etc. Further, it's location being near to downtown and near to most bus areas 

make it ideal for low-income or others who rely on public transportation to access. It can also be used to boost the 

use of public transit if it is a popular location for people to visit.

While it would be nice to have a nice parking structure with business spaces, we are not utilizing the spaces that 

already exist.  Is there any way that the money used to create this structure and space could be distributed to help 

renovating, asbestos abatement, getting everything up to code that currently exists?    Will the water treatment 

plant still smell terrible with the new renovations and ideas for that area?  

I love ALL of the ideas and plans! I also know this will all take a large amount of time and personally feel should be 

broken down into 4 stages.  If I have left something out was not intentional and most likely not considered as 

important as the other ideas. Whatever I have forgotten can be added to 4th stage.  Stage 1: Lakefront/ marina 

with hotel, parking etc.  Stage 2: Durkee St Parking, waste plant/water dept. improvements  Stage 3: Facade & 

streetscape enhancements  Stage 4: Develop NYSEG site then add Durkee St Ext footbridge with Caroline St. car 

bridge last   

There should NOT be commercial or hotel development that close to the lake and river. That area would make a 

gorgeous park and/or a site for outdoor events. There is little or no need for a new vehicular bridge on Caroline 

Street.

NO HOTELS.  We have enough hotels to choose from on route 3.  Another one is being built at this very moment.  

We already have limited waterfront space and hotels would only take away from the panoramic views of our lake.  

We as city residents should have the right to go for a walk down dock street and enjoy the natural lake views and 

putting up a hotel for other people to rent rooms and enjoy the views would be unfair to all city tax payers.    

Moving the MLD is a good idea but it is currently hidden down what appears to be an alley way.  How will we gain 

street front awareness that something is down this "alley way"?  Upgrading the dock street itself is a good idea.  

The train station and its landscaping need a major aestetic improvement.  Unsure about a Eco center museum on 

dock st.  Again we need attractions that are going to get us local folks out and about on weekends and any given 

week day.  I'm not so are the public would be inclined to spend their Friday at a museum.  An outdoor 

entertainment like miniature golf or go karts would be a great event planner for all family's on any weekday or 

weekend.

What recreational activities would you like to see in the Downtown area?
Music/concert/performance venue, ice skating rink, outdoor seating/gathering places.
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The white water park seems great (I've seen them all over the world...see Munich white water park).  offer 

kayak/canoe rentals.  Tubing is dangerous on this river b/c people tend not to wear life jackets and in the spring the 

river is treacherous.    Bike rentals - improvements of mapping/advertising/signage of the connection to bike paths 

out to he beach, base bike path, Saranac river trail.    I like the idea of utilizing the NYSEG contamination site to 

connect with the treehouse, but I don't think it's necessary to have a large park there, we have plenty of large open 

space in the City.  It would benefit the City more to have a wide path along the riverfront, but sell off the rest of the 

property for townhouse/apartment development.  The City needs revenue too.  I'll develop it ;)

I think Downtown needs at least one street that is similar to Church Street in Burlington, which draws in performers 

and entertainers, fun community events, 5K runs and walks, etc.     I think there should be more attention and 

education around the history of down town, the origins of the some of the oldest buildings that remain, who were 

some of the original business owners in this area? Information on events that changed our cities history.    More 

defined nature trail.

Trails connecting all the other trails for biking, etc.

White water rafting in the midst of the downtown seems strange. What about paddle boating or Venice like boats 

or boat tours - make it more European. We should remodel downtown like a European hamlet.

walking, outdoor ice skating. 

Music. Rock and roll. 

More shopping.  

More live music

A lot of other cities host events in their downtown areas like the Color Run and Food & Wine Festivals.  It would be 

nice to have a food & wine festival downtown where the local businesses are so if you are still hungry afterwards, 

you can walk right to that location.  Not get in your car and drive if the event was held at the crete center.      A lot 

of other cities host movie nights and free concerts.  Monday night could be free movie night and Thursday night 

could be free concert night.  Get done work, go out for drinks with colleagues, friends and family at Irises, grab 

some dinner at The Pepper and then head across the street for a free movie or concert.  Great for families too.  

I would love to see a concert venue, such as an ampitheater in the waterfront area. Should the Crete Center be 

relocated here it could house sporting events and sport classes. 

Playground. 

Mud wrestling! Seriously - we have bike paths and a waterfront. I don't think we need beach volleyball to sell this 

town

Utilizing Westelcom stage for theater and music.    Bike events that move through the city, increasing the visibility 

of health and wellness activities.  Trinity Park yoga, tai chi, boot camp classes at the monument.  Anything that gets 

people to think "hey I've always wanted to try that"

sailing, boating, fishing, kayak rentals, bike rentals, ice skating, cross country skiing via connector to Saranac River 

Trail. Activities around the river and the lakefront would make use of this marvelous asset.

I would love to see a new fountain at trinity park/square.  Love what they are doing during warm months.  I 

particularly like the free events.    Some outdoor painting classes  Children's events  Boat/canoe rentals @ marina  

Wind surfing, etc lessons on waterfront  More shopping opportunities  a place for skateboarders  winter activities 

such as ice gliding, ice skating, etc.      

More outdoor entertainment.  Especially during the warmer months.  We should have a musical performer at the 

band shell every weekend.    First weekends has been great for the area.  Things like this really create positive 

attention for our little city.
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remove the arts waste of time 

Fishing, swimming, picnicking, walking trails, outdoor events, expand public boat launch (Not many people are able 

to afford a 30' boat, let alone mooring fees).

Miniature golf, go karts, live acoustic music.  Acoustic would assure music isn't loud like a concert.  Just like you see 

in certain national city videos where acoustic street performers provide a great vibe for downtown environments.  

A movie drive in somewhere would be a great idea.  No one wants to be indoors during our beautiful summer 

weather.

What type of business/parking developments would you like to see in the Downtown area?

Boutique retail or select national franchises that still reflect an aesthetic perspective - 10,000 Villages, even a Pier I 

would be better than Ashley's furniture. Diverse restaurants - we have Himalaya, Blue Collar Bistro, Aleka's...what 

about an Indian cuisine? Tea shop? Dare I even say the dirty words...Starbucks? What about clothing stores that 

market towards a younger crowd? We have 5000+ of those types who show up every August and hang out until 

May or so for 3-6 years. Fair trade shops? Jewelry/art boutique shop?   We DON'T need any more bars downtown.

Less parking. More density. It's not a suburb. Don't try to make it one.

Quality restaurants 

We don't need more commercial buildings in the durkee street lot or anywhere else.  There are plenty of vacant 

commercial places downtown right now.  Maybe some rentable cubicles along bridge St (see Old Port Montreal, 

they have temporary structures every summer that artisans and local stores/eateries rent out).  See above 

statements about residential development.

I think we need more business near the water, a water front restaurant and (boutique) hotel. Guided boat tours.     

Nature center like Echo in Burlington. Businesses centered around education and conservation of Lake Champlain.

Create a new space for the farmer's market. It needs more room and more vendors. It's lame as it is now - not 

enough space for people to browse, and not enough vendors with similar products. We need competition to keep 

prices fair.

Restaurants and retail - restaurants along the water. Make it really European and romantic.

A larger farmer's market. More local businesses, better parks and museums. 

A big music venue would be nice. Clean classy bars would be nice. They are all old and musty like Moes on the 

Simpsons. 

Need a large retailer that would draw people downtown.  We don't need anymore antique shops/flea market type 

stores.  

Parking is tight, for people living with off street parking that is only 2 hours, it's likely you will get a ticket. Perhaps a 

permit that allows you to remain in certain time limited parking zones near your residence to avoid unnecessary 

tickets and fines.
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I would like to see nicer businesses in the area that bring people downtown.  Right now, downtown has a lot of 

professional offices.  Great for during the week and they keep the restaurants busy, but the weekend have no 

allure.  Between the 6 "antique and junk" stores on Margaret Street, I have no desire to go downtown.  I'd rather 

go garage sale-ing than pay for some of the overpriced junk.  It also doesn't look good that they throw it out on the 

street during the day and it looks like a garbage pile.  I'd like to see a downtown that people want to go to on the 

weekends.  Canadians and College kids from the city have money.  I'd like to see Whole Foods, The Body Shop, 

Urban Outfitters, Express (there is no place to buy nice professional and stylish clothes in this area...JcPenney and 

Maurice's for a girl does not do it and when you're in your 30's Hollister and American Eagle is a bit immature and 

childish), Ben & Jerry's, Ecco (store in Burlington), Barnes and Noble.  How many junk stores and tattoo parlors does 

one downtown need.  I like my expensive jeans and I know college girls too, I would like a place to buy my True 

Religions, Joe's Jeans and Hudson.      Parking, I think there is ample parking. If streets were to be closed off to make 

a walking street like Church Street, I would not be opposed to building onto the parking garage.  

I'm very satisfied with a lot of what we have in downtown and am unsure what is missing. We have amazing 

restaurants, cafes, quaint shops, etc. 

Parking for extended times 90 minutes to 2 hours can be limiting.  

We build a half assed garage on durkey st - no vision - make it bigger!

more parking/better parking/an online guide to parking that is available in downtown plattsburgh

Honestly, I've never had a parking problem in Downtown Plattsburgh.  Between the side streets and the large 

dDurkee street parking lot I've always been able to find a space when I lived and worked in downtown Plattsburgh.  

The only time I see this being an issue is during a snow ban, and we might be able to learn more from our Canadian 

neighbors like MTL who are able to clear streets in the presence of cars.      Also, there are parking areas that go 

under utilized such as the small lot near the strand that is privately owned as well as the small lot located near the 

Monopole.  

A skating rink downtown would be popular. A good old fashioned movie theater showing art films and cult films. 

Bike shops, kayaks/canoes for rent and sale, bait and tackle shop. Retail shops selling new clothing/shoes.

I think I have addressed above already.  The extra parking garage in Durkee St lot as well as the extra parking along 

waterfront/ marina  Additional shops.  Convenience store ie Stewart's, on Bridge St where gas station used to 

be..located beside Durkee parking lot.

make margaret street on side of the street parking only... Then widen the other side walk on the opposite side to 

encourage outdoor dining, etc that is NOT in the street .     A multi level parking garage over the current durkee st. 

lot.   Two level minimum, preferably three.

for the last part parking seems to be okay.  The Strand could use a bigger parking lot, but I'm not sure where you 

would put it.  :)

None in the areas indicated on the map.

Family entertainment centers.  NO HOTELS!  This is our city as tax payers.  Let us enjoy the natural lake views as 

opposed to someone wishing to rent a room.  Let our hotels remain on route 3 where they belong for travelers 

coming off interstate.  Downtown Plattsburgh is not meant for hotels.  We don't need additional downtown parking 

as we already have a parking garage that is hardly used during evening hours.  
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Suggestions for a more vibrant Downtown area?
ART corridor - PUBLIC ART - music hall (for rock concerts) - consistent community gatherings - maybe one night a 

week the downtown businesses stay open a little longer (until 8pm) - Holiday Living Windows, Window displays for 

other holidays or events - Breast Cancer Awareness, etc.   Access for people to get to and from downtown easily 

during the day and evenings - rather than a circuit of public transport, but specific transport to/from downtown 

(from CCC campus and PSU campus). 

This question assumes it's not vibrant. Restaurants, pedestrian street traffic, parking are there -- and people from 

outside the area think it's just great. It's locals who (a) "see" downtown from decades ago and (b) don't see what is 

actually there today.

Get rid of drunks and racists.

Clean it up 

We're moving towards it slowly but surely.  Simon Conroy has started a great event for downtown with local foods 

and artisans, we look forward to that next year.  Destination downtown seems to be doing well.  First Weekends 

started out great with family activities, but has now gone to what seems like just live music.    More festivals, more 

FAMILY activities - attract the kids...the parents follow!    Have bi-weekly  family events with local performers: dirty 

diapers band, Grotto family jugglers, pipsqueak's magic show, artists offering projects - check with Clinton County 

Youth Bureau, they offer varied events all year.  Town of Plattsburgh Recreation department does a fantastic job 

with varied activities too.  Our City Rec Dept. does well with their sports, but they don't seem to go beyond that.  

Repair of existing buildings, business, and homes. It truly is a beautiful area, but when you take a closer look you do 

notice that a lot of the older buildings are not properly cared for by their owners.    More walking trails.

Access to the natural beauty of the river and lake with play areas for children, restaurants, and shops, and places to 

relax outside downtown.

Move the museum area to downtown or the children's museum. 

The art on the buildings was nice and looks classy... Good job on that. 

Businesses that are open 7 days per week.  Downtown is dead on a Sunday afternoon.  Try to bring in a major 

retailer.

Music and festivals

Updated landscaping with colorful trees, flower beds, vibrant flags on the light posts, string lights in the trees.  Add 

an allure to downtown that will entice people to go downtown and bring more business.  More business means 

more businesses wanting to come downtown and places open later.  Places open later means people are around, 

places are not deserted.  Less opportunity for vandalism, crime, fights, drugs, etc.      Host weekly free events in the 

summer that cater to the professional and families.  Not the scum bags that sit at home all day and are free loaders.  

I used to love going to Mayor's Cup as a little kid.  Now, I might go and it's more about the people watching.  I feel 

like more creatures come crawling out from under a rock at mayor's cup than what their used to be.  The area 

needs a facelift.    A park would be nice for kids to play.  Nice and clean, no graffiti or needles.  Trinity Park is a sad 

space of green with what little grass there is and i always see the same scummy family sitting on the bench across 

from the court house smoking away all day when I run errands for work.  There's about 5 of them of all different 

ages with one holding a baby and the other one pushing a stroller.  Out there everyday in the summer, chain 

smoking with kids.  It does not send a good message about the area to the random passerby.  

Additional stores that people are actually interested in shopping in.

less bars
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Increasing ease of foot and bike traffic. Increasing accessibility of public transit such as a light rail or a trolley 

system. I think it would also be interesting if the train system could be used to our advantage like a wine train 

route. We also should be mindful of our fellow citizens with handicap issues such as wheelchair accessibility and 

space, as well as benches for anyone who needs to take a break. 

Market place with out traffic 

definitely improvement on facades is a good idea - but keep it historically accurate?

Events, Events, Events.    Plattsburgh has done an amazing job this year promoting itself on social media.  I think we 

need to increase that, and silly events like the Luge activity, first weekends, food competitions, the battle of 

plattsburgh, dance classes, dance competitions, getting local speakers and comedians.      We are already doing a 

lot of this stuff, which is great.  I think we lack in our clear promotion of what everyone is doing.  We have the two 

or three computer terminals that have been installed downtown but they are not utilized.  We have the board near 

the Durkee Street parking lot that people just post their posters on with tape.  If we could get more ways to post 

upcoming events and activities.  Individuals have attempted to be a place to send all upcoming events, but have 

been unsuccessful.  I'm not sure how we can fix this, it has always been a problem. 

Close streets as often as possible and have free music of all kinds - classical, country, rock, jazz, blues - appeal to 

everyone!

Think you are headed in right direction.  The Strand has added a large variety of activities for all ages.  Parking is a 

definite must.  Small parking garage on corner lot Court St & Margaret perhaps??  Add a new fountain to trinity 

Square!!

More restaurants, FEWER bars.  Development of trinity park... The riverwalk committee has plans that were nixed 

by previous administrations for the development of this part, returning it to how it once was.  Currently it's very 

shabby.

kids fun

The downtown area could be spectacular and a huge tourist draw with more open space along the river and lake.

Miniature golf, go karts, movie drive in, acoustic street performers provided they acquire a summer permit which 

shows they are serious about what they are doing and not just anyone can come up and play as a distraction.  We 

need more downtown restaurants to be open on Sunday's.  Downtown Plattsburgh on a Sunday is a ghost town.  

It's a shame we can not go out to eat at one of our many great restaurants downtown on a Sunday.  Not everyone 

is free to do dinner on a Friday or Saturday.  Almost everyone I have spoken too agrees.

Any other ideas/thoughts regarding the Downtown area?
Let's make it happen!!

High-speed commuter ferry between downtown Plattsburgh and downtown Burlington, so Burlingtonians can 

come to Plattsburgh and revitalize crumbling center city housing stock. But that would never happen. Because 

people here hate anyone who's not from around here.

No more bars allowed 

Any improvements are a good thing.  It's still just a matter of getting people to want to leave their couches or 

walmart to see what it means to live in the City of Plattsburgh and to see what it has to offer for quality of life.

The Mayor's Cup and Battle of Plattsburgh Celebrations are always so full of activities and entertainment. I think 

that some of these themes/offerings should be in the down town area more often, live performances (music and 

theater) in particular.

More public art and sculptures, installations, etc. Creative placemaking is where it's at.
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Less cops... I mean seriously there is way too much presence...it made my visiting friends and family nervous... After 

1am until 3am they should be there full force, tho. 

I have lots of ideas, like my comment for the North End...kyanulavich@hotmail.com 

I think people eating out in the road in front of restaurants is a ridiculous idea.  It's dangerous and takes up valuable 

parking spots

Fix it or become another depressed norther New York town that gave up

I think that it is great to crate the whitewater park and other recreation programs.  However, while we build all 

these new things, what are we doing to make the rest of the city stay up to date.  It's nice if we get a hotel 

downtown with all of these great spaces, but if the rest of our downtown is an eyesore it is still a difficult sell. 

Start charging for parking on the streets and in the Durkee St. lot. 

I think we are heading in right direction.   Empty spots need to be filled with private businessmen, shops or any 

additional profession that will bring people downtown.  Definitely need more hotel/motel accommodations and 

stop adding to the other end of Cornelia/Rt 3.  More parking  Don't forget about our residents that live above ALL 

those businesses.  They need a place to go as well, especially in winter!

CLEAN, CLEAN, CLEAN... the place is dirty and litter strewn... Cleaning it will go a long way toward one's perception 

of downtown.  No one wants to hang out or visit a dirty place.

stop the bar scene it's ruining the town
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Identify Strengths for the Old Base Subarea
Architecture, lake and history.

Great old buildings.

I LOVE THIS AREA!  I wish more people wanted to visit the museums they are such great resources.    HISTORY, 

open space, waterfront access, bike trail, historic architecture, recreation space, gazebo, playground, residential 

and commercial mix, so much potential!!

Trails are already in place. The Old Base is a sought out destination for history buffs.

A long stretch of lake access

Lots of space and interesting buildings.

Its next to the water...

Bike path is a huge strength, as well as U.S. oval.

It's on the water is a strength along with its historical value 

Enlarge it 

its a beautiful area, rich in history

Beautiful area, deeply historical, lake views, park in the oval

Agree with what was identified in the proposal

Same idea ..lease it all to a private business. If a private business doesnt want it then it isnt worth it to the 

taxpayers.

Walkability is good. It is possible to walk from downtown to all of these areas on quiet, safe streets.

Love the concept of connecting everything to Dock St and beyond  Love building up the historical aspect  Restoring 

the docking area would be an added bonus for access from water.

proximity to lake, views of VT, open space

Identify Challenges for the Old Base Subarea
Preventing the whole place from becoming a museum (Old Sturbridge Village, Williamsburg). Focus on the 

continuity between past, present and future.

Great old buildings that are crumbling. Dumb zoning. The railroad tracks.

Getting people to know what's there.  The museums have done so well, but they're a work in progress.  The only 

way to speed the progress is admissions and donations.      vacant buildings.  This is a big challenge: there are 2 

LARGE buildings on the Oval that are virtually un-developable.  Reasons: COST, asbestos abatement, lack of tenants, 

lack of use, COST!  We looked into buying the large building next to the Court, but the money it needs to make it 

usable far exceeds the potential profit.      The railroad and it's easement is a big challenge for waterfront 

development and usage

No clear link between down town Plattsburgh and this area, at this time. No (attractive) businesses in this area at 

this time.

Railroads

Reshaping it as a whole.

The train tracks are kissing the waterfront ALL the way down....

Still a few vacant buildings on the oval that continue to just sit empty and rot away.

It is falling apart and has been abandoned for a few years.  Needs some TLC and improvements. It's a little bit off 

the beaten path and some of the homes in the area are sore on the eyes.  Try and get the community involved in a 

facelift.  I have an idea...towns have a gardening contest for their residences and win $1000.  Give people a reason 

to take pride in their homes and neighborhoods. It gets people outside working and being neighborly.  It's a win-

win.  People might win money and the city gets cleaned up for free.  You do not have to pay tax dollars for clean-up 

or deal with abandoned properties.     
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Lake views are obstructed by trees however clearing that provides environmental concerns

More parking at peak times.  

Agree with what was identified in the proposal

Tying it all together as one walkable, pedestrain/bike friendly strand will be difficult.

Promotion of historical aspect..getting the word out and people in.  PR would be big job in order to promote well 

enough to bring in enough people to cover cost of project.  Convenient accommodations for those who do come  

Parking

erosion of cliffs blocking access to old base marina beach.     maintenance of current bike way.

Identify Opportunities for the Old Base Subarea

I think it's over-museumed, but create a museum/workspace/??? about the future. Plattsburgh's history didn't end 

in 1814 (or 1995), and there are actually some people who don't wear hoop skirts and powdered wigs today.    The 

abundance of museums leads to tremendous duplication of effort -- and, at the same time, serious omissions 

because each museum is trying to manage its own collections. Reuse some old base industrial space for modern 

museum support (perhaps a consortium of the museums) to provide skilled services in preservation of materials (a 

scandal in most small museums including ours). Such a service could also consult/support the residents upgrading 

and restoring historic homes. Do we really want people who are trying to restore a Queen Anne house getting 

recommendations from Lowe's?

Put a massive museum/interpretive center--with a room for every local hamlet's museum in it--in the beautiful 

giant old building on the south end of the Oval. Instead of, you know, letting it collapse into dust.  Fix the old docks, 

connect them with ferries, use the old base marina for outdoor theater productions in the summer.  Re-route the 

railroad tracks and their bomb trains off the lakeshore, and send the trains through the town rather than the city. 

Turn the railbed into bike access.

to recycle or replace waterfront abandoned buildings in this area

Nice signage (some of the current signage is haphazard and not "nice looking"), excellent waterfront access!  

Very historical and important part of our city.

Make a trampoline park or something fun for the winter 

Probably the best area for outdoor recreation and activities.

Museum connections. Restaurants. Living. More arts and cultural centers and schools.

A pier situation.. a big wooden pier from the naked turtle to the gazebo would be great... expensive, but great. 

Opportunity to develop remaining buildings into housing or some other use.  A banquet/reception hall in the 

building at the end of the oval opposite the chapel would be a great asset, although I realize this isn't something the 

city could take on.

Plattsburgh City Dock is an empty parking lot most of the time, except weekends.  In the winter it turns into a 

dumping ground for all the snow.  Do something with it!  Have snow castle building contests or a citywide snowball 

fight (not sure how safe or practical), but get the residents involved to do something.  Have an ice skating rink.      

Open up more museums or places to visit, similar ot the Adirondack Museum in Blue Mountain Lake, NY

pursue the history aspect
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Promoting business in the area, such as the brew pub that is coming in soon. Better access to downtown such as a 

light rail or a trolley system. With increased foot traffic places like the historical society and the museums could be 

open for more hours and promote our historical area.     Utilizing the oval park for community events. The ground 

needs to be taken care of - there are a lot of divets throughout the property.     Lighting the bike trail for safety 

issues. I live on the oval right next to the bike trail and I do not believe light pollution would be a problem and 

whatever problem it presents would be worth it in exchange for the increase in safety. 

Agree with what was identified in the proposal

I have always thought a section of the Oval would make a much better performance space than the steep banks of 

the Saranac River below the monument. There is plenty of room to set up a stage on the Oval and provide lawn 

seating that does not interfere with sports venues on the Oval.

We have an abundance of history surrounding us and there are a lot of people who would love to take it ALL in if 

they just knew about is.  

development of old base beach

Feedback on Old Base Priority Project Concepts (Link in description)
Focus on the beach where the pavilion and pedestrian bridge is first.  Sailors beach requires a large amount of 

repair and improvement for safety.  Just fix the bridge and add some signage, maybe clean up the beach area a bit.    

Museums: give them money ;)    They are trying so hard!  improve signage.  Maybe all the signs should look similar, 

state their open days/hours and admission prices.  

I think everything set in the plans for this are is perfect. Focusing on history and education is a must.

Rails to trails!

This one seems the least inspired. The Oval has so much untapped potential.

The railways kills a lot of things.... 

They sound good.  

I support all of the projects but would be extremely hesitant about the building of any additional permanent 

structures on the oval park. 

lights/ emergency buttons on the bike path for night use.

Love all of the ideas.  I would like to see at least one small motel/hotel option at this end of city.  Restoring the base 

marina area a must even if small scale.  Like the walkway extension to Dock st.  The Battle of Plattsburgh festivities 

every year would indeed bring the historians who knew of us.  Finding a way to bring people in the rest of year 

would be more challenging  Having school field trips would be an excellent way to bring our history to our children 

as well as others from other areas.  However, with all the school cuts in the surrounding areas thru the years.. field 

trips were the first thing to go.  

This plan looks good.

What recreational activities would you like to see in the Downtown area? (Note: Typo in Survey)

Bixi or Citi bike type stations, more benches along the bike trail, clear out some underbrush to impove lake visibility 

from the bike path and the Oval    

Community events centered around education and the history of the old base.     Fundraising events.    Tours.

Parades, block party's, and playground to keep families involved and included . 

More areas to just walk around and window shop.

An ice skating rink.
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Music...Rock and roll music...

i'm pretty sure i answered this question in the downtown area.  See that response.  BUT, I do remember as a little 

kid, the oval being the hub of everything.  Host an Easter egg hunt, host a santa's workshop with reindeer for 

kids...have a petting zoo with mini carnival for kids.  

Bike events. Increasing bike awareness for both bicyclists and drivers.  Too many bikers on the sidewalk, or not 

obeying traffic laws (going the opposite direction on one ways, not stopping at stop signs).  Maybe events that 

discuss these issues to make a more complete city. 

More live music - seven nights a week in several venues.

Guided tours from the base all along the walkway through town showing as well as giving all the historical 

information.  Ferrying people from base marina to Valcour island for reasonable price.

Suggestions for the Museum Campus/Historic Corridor?
More mixed-use zoning, so it's walkable. You have to drive to everything in this city.

  MUSUEM CAMPUS MAP PLEASE!

Really make it a museum campus. Have trails between. A trolley that takes you between museums. Restaurants. 

More recreational spots and playgrounds or creative spaces for children to play.

Really hard.. good luck with that...

I have not been to the museum so unfortunately I do not feel like i can comment.  

Better promotion and public access such as light rail or a trolley system. 

Tie it all together a little better with walking paths and other attractions. Incorporate the two new breweries and 

encourage other small vendors to come in. A coffee shop/bakery would be real nice there. So would a taco stand or 

a sandwich shop.

Great for school tours..or any adult group tours as well.

Much of what needs vis a vis the museums depends on funding.   W/o proper funding/staffing/promotion , these 

will either remain small or not succeed.  

nobody cares about that too boring and slow

Suggestions for Waterfront Access and Trail Development?
This exists in several places -- let's not duplicate effort.

Connect trails to other trails.

Please improve the pedestrian bridge over the tracks.  It makes me nervous every time I bring my kids across.  

Dog beach!

We have a beautiful lake next to city and the only restaurant on the lake is a McDonalds. This is pathetic. How did 

the city allow the best stretch of lake access go to private devolpment, condos, an eyecare center, a hotel (now 

derelict), and a fast food restaurant? This should be public access or at the least, a nice restaurant and several 

shops (think like they have on the coast in NC and SC, and what they have along the river in Savannah, GA).

Develop this more and involve artists in the development.

Just use a good amount of led lights.. 

More safer trails.  Colleges have the blue lights that connect to campus security, maybe put something like that on 

the trails for people to feel safer that relays back to city PD. 

at this time there is no handicap accessibility which is a shame. I also believe that the old mariana could be 

revitalized and promote a great stop from the bike trail

They are currently well maintained and work great.  Maybe finding a way to connect the waterfront bike path to 

the street path with clear signage for bikers and drivers.
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Keep working to tie the neighborhoods together so that it will be possible one day to ride a bike from McSweeneys 

to McSweeneys to McSweeneys on a bike path or at least on safe bike lanes.

Definite need for the base marina/docks to be revamped

deal with and correct cliff erosion and develop that area  near the old base marina.   Expand current bike ways.

What recreational activities would you like to see in the Downtown area? (Note: question repeated, 

with typo)

Is this question correct? Do you mean Old Base/Museum area? Seems to have plenty of recreational activities. 

Historical plays and re-enactments.

Ice skating rink.

Things that get people out and moving around.  

skateboard park, skating rink

kids fun house. Open the create and turn it into a tramploeen park and host concerts
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Type Date Document Spreadsheet #

City Beach 1967 Municipal City Beach Complex Environmental Assessment - Stage III

City Beach 1970 City Beach Soil Borings

City Beach 1994 City Beach Boundary Survey

City Beach 1994 City Beach Topographic Survey

City Beach 2011 Adirondack Coast Destination Master Plan slideshow and narrative 8

City Beach 2013 Destination Master Plan: Plattsburgh City Beach

City Mar-99 Dock-Bridge Street Corridor Design and Linkage Study 1

City May-99 Comprehensive Plan for the City of Plattsburgh, with maps

City Apr-01 Plattsburgh Waterfront Horizons - Draft 2

City Jul-03 Plattsburgh Downtown/Waterfront Economic Enhancement Strategy Report 3

City Mar-03 Proposed Waterfront Hotel Feasibility Study 4

City Jun-03 Durkee Street Development Design Study 5

City N.D. Plans for Progress Brochure - Quality Communities Program - Plattsburgh

City Jul-06 Saranac River Trail Feasibility Study

City Jul-00 Cumberland Bay redevelopment (DOS funded; abandoned)

City May-09 Streetscape and Design Guidelines for the Downtown Area

City Jun-09 LWRP Draft

City Jan-10 Plattsburgh Brownfield Opportunity Area Pre-Nomination Study 6

City Feb-10 City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program (Draft) 7

City Apr-11 Wastewater Treatment Facility Mitigation Final Feasibility Study - Waterfront Rediscovery Program Phase VI

City Sep-14 Vision to Action notes 9

City Dec-14 City and Town of Plattsburgh Recreation Survey Summary Report 11

PAC Jan-15 PAC Meeting notes 10

Regional Nov-10 Lake Champlain Basin Program - Opportunities for Action

Dec-10 Essex/Clinton Counties Waterfront Plan

2011 Destination Master Plan - Action Items

2012 Clinton County Destination Master Plan Revised Goals

2013 Clinton County Destination Master Plan Revised Goals

2011 North Country Regional Economic Development Council Strategic Plan

2012 North Country Regional Economic Development Council Progress Report

2013 North Country Regional Economic Development Council Progress Report

2014 North Country Regional Economic Development Council Progress Report

Reports Referenced in Developing Project Matrix
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Subarea Project Source

1-North End
Develop a multi-use indoor sports complex: indoor tennis facility, soccer, possibly an indoor/outdoor pool with waterslide, miniature golf, 

basketball courts, and space for youth
11

1-North End Improve City Beach bathhouse 11

1-North End Expand City Beach swimming area; consider a clothing optional section of beach 11

1-North End
Consider programming at City Beach: sand castle competitions, shaded reading areas/reading programs, snow shoeing, ice fishing, cross-

country skiing
11

1-North End Consider a location for a concrete skatepark 11

1-North End Implement Destination Master Plan for City Beach Site 10

1-North End Preserve habitat; dunes; Scomotion Creek 10

1-North End Infrastructure improvements (bath houses; potential to include restaurant in short-term 10

1-North End Clean up landfill site 10

1-North End Unify streetscape and include aesthetic improvements 10

1-North End Modify zoning to allow for mixed use businesses (kayak shack; artisans; sports-oriented uses and businesses; move the professional offices) 10

1-North End Explore the feasibility of a elevated waterfront trail; easements needed from property owners (berm may provide flood protection) 10

1-North End Preserve dune grass at beach; preserve wooded areas for wildlife; keep the beach natural (no large commercial signs, shops, etc) 9

1-North End Expand beach use - "use at your own risk" - year-round use 9

1-North End Protect the unique habitat at Scomotion Creek - no sewer plant 9

1-North End Provide public access to Valcour lighthouse (Sundays; provide transportation) 9

1-North End Remove lifeguard chair in fron of camping area in swimming zone for kiters (is this the state park??) 9

1-North End Provide ferry tours/entertainment cruises 9

1-North End Hold Concerts on the beach (band shell, amphitheater) 9

1-North End Create a boardwalk from City Beach to Wilcox Dock - shops, restaurants, hotel - and to state campsite 9

1-North End Create a lakeside bike path from City Beach to downtown 9

1-North End Year-round destination; shops, restaurants, entertainment, pier into bay with boat dockage 9

1-North End Ice rink with lights near hotel on Bay 9

1-North End Upgrade bathhouse to bar/restaurant to use for events in the short-term until conference center/hotel opens 9

1-North End Use Crete Center storage building for concerts 9

1-North End Improve beach security and communication equipment for staff/security; police beach at night (hire HS kids) 9

Plattsburgh Community Vision and Implementation Strategy for Waterfront Revitalization
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1-North End
Clean Up City Beach - complicated by bottles in sand; more garbage cans; use community volunteerism programs for cleanup; could raise cost 

to maintain beach better; pursue grants
9

1-North End Eliminate porta potty; invest in overwhelmed restrooms (need repair, maintenance, supplies) 9

1-North End Develop a boat taxi to/from Vermont; boat tours; music barge 9

1-North End

More activities - paddle boarding, kayaking, paddleboats, bike/walk paths, parasailing, volleyball; farmers' market on the lawn; winter 

parasailing on ice; ice skating; ice castle; international ice boat regattas; tennis court (year-round youth tennis); Include family-oriented 

activities: intergenerational playground, mini golf, go-carts, regular bonfires, mobile food vendors

9

1-North End Construct a pier for fishing/viewing 9

1-North End Establish a dog-friendly beach area 9

1-North End
Modify zoning as needed to create a mixed-use recreation district; some apartments (mixed income/pet-friendly; lakeside); some commercial 

near streets (Note: did not include zoning comments from other reports)
9

1-North End
Improve publicity for events held at the beach (volleyball, beach itself); kiosk at beach front to list restaurants, hotels; use fence near ticket 

booth for local event announcements
9

1-North End Construct a breakwater at beach - boat mooring, boardwalk 9

1-North End Construct a kayak boat launch 9

1-North End Provide more seating along walk 9

1-North End Pursue City annexation of adjoining state beach/campground (underutilized) 9

1-North End Create running trails/ski trails in winter 9

1-North End Scrap "Destination Master Plan" - keep beach for sports and downtown and old base for historical activities including boat building 9

1-North End

Destination Master Plan:  Public-private partnership-public park use with private retail/entertainment developments;  Museum/interpretive 

center focused on history; Regional visitor center; boardwalk; festival/concert area; nature trails/canal system; botanical garden; snow 

sled/sightseeing tower; hand boat launch/fishing pier; retail; restaurant/entertainment; 125-room hotel; retail boardwalk

8

1-North End Expand public outreach & education regarding easements from private property waterfront property owners for public access 7

1-North End Establish a volunteer incentive package for obtaining waterfront easements from private property owners 7

1-North End Provide additional signage and recreational programming for Scomotion Creek wetlands and dunes area 7

1-North End Provide additional beach monitoring and cleaning from Scomotion Creek to the end of City Beach 7

1-North End
Work with private property owners to obtain easements to all waterfront parcels as a means of ensuring protection and providing improved 

public access to the waterfront
7

1-North End Construct a Cumberland Bay trail connecting the interpretive trail proposed for Scomotion Creek and the Wilcox Dock site 7

1-North End
Consider former landfill site as an alternative location for the desired eco-center or Municipal Complex, taking advantage of existing 

underutilized parking capacity
6
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

1-North End Evaluate site for alternative power generation. A bio-energy facility could utilize sewage sludge and other recyclables could be developed. 6

1-North End Science Center  (Draw) 2

1-North End Observation tower  (Draw) 2

1-North End Visitor Center/Truck stop (Soft Draw) 2

1-North End Boulevard thoroughfare (Support) 2

1-North End Festive retail (Support) 2

1-North End Interpretive trail/boardwalk/lakeshore promenade (Support) 2

1-North End Parks (Support) 2

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Improve link (pedestrian/bicycle) between North End and Dock St/Downtown - streetscape enhancements 10

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Expand use of the existing (nice) beach and moorings 10

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Construct a kayak/hand launch 10

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Develop a sailing or boating school 10

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Increase residential development to support the downtown/local businesses 10

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Acquire privately owned vacant lot at north end of Cumberland Ave; redevelop for commercial or recreational use 7

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Support the dead-ending of Cumberland Ave to stop auto through-traffic but allow pedestrian/bicycle access 7

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Explore opportunities to create a cul-de-sac and additional parking 7

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Explore the possibility of waterfront/recreation/conservation use for abandoned property next to Georgia Pacific 7

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Develop design guidelines related to the Dock St. Landing area 7

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Maintain and enhance recreational uses at the mouth of the Saranac River, including debris removal from the water 7

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Install decorative paving at Dock St. Bury overhead utility wires, perhaps in a green strip along the south side of the street. 7

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock

Work with the owner of the maintenance building facing Dock St to redevelop for commercial use in the long-term. Treat area under overhang 

with special paving.
7
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Improve linkages between the downtown and waterfront on the Dock/Bridge St corridor (references EPF-funded design & linkage study) 7

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Install a pedestrian walkway with accessible paving and seating along the shoreline perimeter throughout the subarea waterfront 7

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Encourage and market tour boat operation 7

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Work with property owners to encourage intensive revitalization of the breakwater in this area 7

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Develop a southern extension of the Heritage Trail bicycle path, from the former PAFB to shoreline 7

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Link the mouth of the Saranac River to the new Waterfront Park at Dock St Landing 7

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Create a hand boat launch at Wilcox Dock 7

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Explore adaptive reuse of the Exxon/Mobil Property 6

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Evaluate reuse concepts that include shoreline parcels and the canal harbor 6

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Explore feasibility of the development of a major eco-tourism based attraction (like ECHO center in Burlington) on former Exxon/Mobil site 6

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Evaluate sustainable and environmentally reposible design techniques for Exxon/Mobil waterfront site 6

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Explore related uses for the shoreline and canal harbor facilities near Exxon/Mobil 6

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Analyze how the proposed Exxon/Mobil reuse projects will complement the Downtown Revitalization efforts 6

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock

Analyze the potential to incorporate a new state-of-the-art municipal complex that would include several relocated facilities, including the 

municipal light company, the sewage treatment plant, the emergency services department, and the City DPW, serving to demonstrate modern 

sustinable design techniques for these facilities

6

2-Cumberland 

Avenue/Wilcox Dock
Explore funding programs which can be leveraged to accomplish the development 6

3-Downtown Municipal marina is planned for Dock St 10

3-Downtown Implement previous design for Durkee Street lot redevelopment (top project) 10

3-Downtown Redevelop Lakeside Container/Plattsburgh Grocery lots - mixed use; housing/artist studios above 10

3-Downtown Recognize historic residential areas of Jay, Hamilton, Macomb streets 10

3-Downtown Explore feasibility of a downtown grocery store 10
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

3-Downtown Develop a corridor to link Dock St to Downtown - include Strand theater/arts center - streetscape enhancements and mixed use buildings 10

3-Downtown Explore feasbility of using the Municipal Lighting Dept area for indoor sports 10

3-Downtown Develop strategies to address the wastewater treatment plant - greener? Educational Showcase? 10

3-Downtown Implement a whitewater park along the Saranac, between the bridges 10

3-Downtown Clean up downtown streets - weeds, cigarette butts, building facades 9

3-Downtown Pursue completion of the Saranac River Trail 9

3-Downtown Improve connections: road, sidewalk, bike lanes, between uptown and downtown 9

3-Downtown Boat basin parking lot: zip line, amphitheater, drive-in, go carts 9

3-Downtown Construct a trailer boat launch and transient docks at Dock St Landing 7

3-Downtown Explore possible expansion at the marina 7

3-Downtown The proposed waterfront park at Dock St Landing 7

3-Downtown Construct additional fishing docks along the Saranac 7

3-Downtown Attract recreational equipment rental businesses along Bridge Street 6

3-Downtown Create a pedestrian mall 6

3-Downtown Develop an "available building" inventory to market to investors 6

3-Downtown Program sponsored events and activities to encourage citizens to go downtown (grocery store, employment) 6

3-Downtown Consolidate downtown businesses 6

3-Downtown Create clearer paths of access throughout the City and to waterfront 6

3-Downtown Simplify traffic patterns 6

3-Downtown Improve curb appeal, aesthetics, and signage 6

3-Downtown Implement a community trolley system/water taxis 6

3-Downtown Create a pedestrian bridge to the waterfront 6

3-Downtown Complete, market, and build from the Arts Corridor 6

3-Downtown Assist in development of First Phase based upon Keil plans 6

3-Downtown Study extension of the Arts Corridor, including alternative routes, to link it to the waterfront and eventually Lake Champlain 6

3-Downtown Analyze the potential to revitalize the Peru/Pond Street area 6

3-Downtown Establish the "Lake City Arts Corridor" 6

3-Downtown Restore Strand Theater to 1920s architecture 6

3-Downtown Acquire Federal Building and associated land as an addition to the Strand Theater for administrative and accessory space 6

3-Downtown Create new public park space on the site of the Federal Building at the intersection of Brinkerhoff and Margaret Streets 6

3-Downtown Create a public plaza and reflecting pool/skating rink in the existing Durkee parking lot next to the Farmers Market shelter 6
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

3-Downtown Explore future creation of a signature pedestrian bridge crossing the Saranac River to the foot of Pond Street 6

3-Downtown Establish a boulevard along Macomb Street to the Lake Shore 6

3-Downtown Create a wide underpass beneath the Amtrak Rails to provide public acess to the Lake Champlain shoreline via the Macomb ROW 6

3-Downtown Create of a major visual element at the terminus of the Macomb Street ROW on Lake Champlain 6

3-Downtown Establish a branding element for the Arts Corridor with unique signage and amenities 6

3-Downtown Establish a centrally located Community Garden 6

3-Downtown Encourage LEED Certification of new developments and visibly accessible sustainable design practices 6

3-Downtown Revise local land use laws for consistency with the goals and objectives of the Arts Corridor 6

3-Downtown Provide financial incentives for development of compatible economic development projects 6

3-Downtown Revitalize properties on Pond and Peru Streets to serve as resaurants, studio space, and niche retail space 6

3-Downtown Designate Protection and/or Clinton Street as pedestrian malls 6

3-Downtown Expand access and linkage improvements between Downtown and the Waterfront (begun at Waterfront Park in 2008) 6

3-Downtown

Conduct a linkage and access study to evaluate visual and physical linkages between the waterfront and downtown; and between downtown 

and the surrounding districts - analyze capabilities of the existing systems and recommend improvements, new facilities, and changes to 

surrounding land uses.

6

3-Downtown Study potential use of alternative modes of transportation (water taxis, buses, trolleys, pedi-cabs) 6

3-Downtown Study the feasibility of relocating the CSX tracks/ROW away from the lake shore 6

3-Downtown Extend the Saranac River Trail into Downtown through signage and striping on Pine Street 6

3-Downtown Extend the new Trail at the Waterfront Park to connect bridge Street at O'Neill Packing, utilizing the existing city-owned rail corridor 6

3-Downtown Extend the existing Fleury Trail to connect to the new Waterfront Park 6

3-Downtown Incorporate sustainable design practices to protect natural resources while encouraging smart development 6

3-Downtown Develop interpretive driving and walking tours using existing or new trails and roadways 6

3-Downtown
Rehabilitate the existing parks including restoration of the fountain in Trinity Park; new landscaping in existing parks; expansion of existing 

downtown landscape and beautification programs
6

3-Downtown
Expand the existing Main Street Progarm to encourage attractive rehabilitation of downtown facades including awnings, signage, and window 

displays
6

3-Downtown Evaluate and prioritize potential building sites for high impact revitalization efforts 6

3-Downtown Conduct an analysis of parking needs and potential for shared use parking areas, expansion of existing parking, creation of multilevel parking 6

3-Downtown Implement additional pedestrian and bicyclist safety improvements downtown 6

3-Downtown Install interpretive signage at important sites around downtown 6

3-Downtown Attract needed retail and service projects, including a downtown grocery retailer; a hardware retailer; and boutique/niche stores 6
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

3-Downtown Conduct a downtown building survey to assess the conditions and needs of buildings inventory vacancies, and analyze inbfill opportunities 6

3-Downtown Expand the use of the City's "Blue Directional" signage 6

3-Downtown Identify potential sites for  Downtown Visitor's Center 6

3-Downtown Identify potential sites for museums downtown 6

3-Downtown Analyze the potential to make bridges crossing the Saranac River more pedestrian friendly 6

3-Downtown Identify new four season events to attract visitors downtown 6

3-Downtown
Evaluate incentive programs for use in attracting businesses to Downtown such as tax incentive financing, tax-free zones, etc; coordinate this 

effort with other development agencies
6

3-Downtown Add a Botanical Garden as a usable attraction 6

3-Downtown Implement streetscaping for both aesthetic and stormwater management purposes 6

3-Downtown Develop direct trail links from the existing trails to the new Waterfront Park 6

3-Downtown Develop pedestrian and traffic link improvements between Downtown and the Waterfront 6

3-Downtown Pursue creation of the Arts Corridor 6

3-Downtown Continue to monitor water quality 6

3-Downtown Relocate the Municipal Lighting Department and Sewage Treatment Plant, creating recreational open space at the mouth of the Saranac River. 6

3-Downtown
Identify a potential site for a Community Garden near the waterfront. Care should be taken to giving attention to green, susutainable 

developments and appropraite stromwater management that complements the waterfront.
6

3-Downtown Develop waterfront land at the end of Macomb Street 6

3-Downtown Relocate the Municipal Lighting Department out of downtown 6

3-Downtown Return the public works department back to the City 6

3-Downtown
Update the 'Vision for Downtown Plattsburgh,' reevaluating previous efforts and ideas, such as the waterfront hotel, Durkee Street Gateway, 

and the 7 Point Hub.
6

3-Downtown Undertake a Retail Leakage Study to identify potential areas of retail need downtown. 6

3-Downtown Evaluate specific needs for a grocery store Downtown 6

3-Downtown Undertake a coordinated marketing effort, including an inventory of available rehab and redevelopment sites downtown 6

3-Downtown Improve linkages between Downtown and the US Oval to encourage visits to the museums 6

3-Downtown
At current Durkee St parking lot site: multistory parking facility; 2-story retail/commercial; pedestrian mall at Durkee Street; green space with 

reflecting pool/ice rink/pavilion; connect to Margaret Street walk-thru; public activity space; access to riverfront and Farmers Market
5

3-Downtown Explore feasibility of the proposed waterfront hotel with shopping, parking, and restaurants at Dock Street 4

3-Downtown Implement a wayfinding system to direct motorists to Plattsburgh and destination points 3

3-Downtown
Create financial incentives for Downtown business and property owners for façade improvements, business development, and housing 

development
3
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

3-Downtown Complete the Lake Champlain Bikeways Network and Plattsburgh Heritage Trail 3

3-Downtown Beautification of/visual showcase at "Six Points" intersection 3

3-Downtown Implement streetscape improvments to link Six Points and Lake Champlain 3

3-Downtown Develop an Artwalk from Margaret to Durkee Street 3

3-Downtown Expand performances held and marketed within Arts & Entertainment district 3

3-Downtown Ensure regular contact with businesses by Downtown Director to promote business retention 3

3-Downtown Pursue targeted business recruitment for Downtown 3

3-Downtown Form a public-private partnership for the downtown 3

3-Downtown Explore Lakefront Development Project (former hotel proposal) 3

3-Downtown Implement Durkee Street infill project at parking lot (proposed parking deck with ribbon retail and ice rink) 3

3-Downtown Create a Clinton Street Renaissance Project (vacancies, deteriorated buildings; streetscape) 3

3-Downtown Increase upper story housing throughout Downtown 3

3-Downtown Discourage inappropriate uses in Downtown 3

3-Downtown
Augment marketing of activities: family-friendly; signature event; french theme; bilingual signage/menus; website; media coverage; 

brochure/visitor guide
3

3-Downtown Waterfront TV Station (Draw) 2

3-Downtown Railway Museum at old terminal site  (Draw) 2

3-Downtown Science and technology business incubator  (Draw) 2

3-Downtown Hotel and conference center  (Draw) 2

3-Downtown Marina expansion  (Soft Draw) 2

3-Downtown Open Air Theater (Soft Draw) 2

3-Downtown Culinary arts academy (Soft Draw) 2

3-Downtown Residential expansion (Soft Draw) 2

3-Downtown Festive retail (Support) 2

3-Downtown Intergenerational center (Support) 2

3-Downtown Parks (Support) 2

3-Downtown Implement Bridge/Dock St Streetscape improvements, from Durkee/Bridge to waterfront 1

3-Downtown Construct a Town Pier at waterfront (150'x20') 1

3-Downtown Develop retail/anchor buildings (20,000 sf) at end of Dock St to support pier 1

3-Downtown Enhance gateways at: Durkee/Bridge; Marina/Dock St; Dock/Bridge 1

3-Downtown Create a Bridge Street Park - N side of Bridge St, between existing parking lot and D&H building 1

3-Downtown Construct a boardwalk along the Saranac River - west bank, from Bridge St to farmers market pavilion (~750 LF) 1

3-Downtown Create a Kayak and Canoe Launch Point across from City Hall on west bank of Saranac River 1

3-Downtown Provide wastewater treatment plant screening with plant materials 1

4-Old Base Extend the subarea to include the Saranac River up to the City line 10
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

4-Old Base Incorporate the existing recreation center on Old Base property 10

4-Old Base Connect with Children's museum (opening soon) 10

4-Old Base Connect with Fort Brown on Saranac River/Route 9/US Ave; Old Stone Barracks 10

4-Old Base Connect with Northern Forest Canoe Trail - follows the Saranac (access points) 10

4-Old Base Create fishing access points along the river 10

4-Old Base Create a history interpretation trail 10

4-Old Base Enhance access to Old Base Marina and Sailor's Beach; site accessible only by paddlers/pedestrian bridge 10

4-Old Base Provide interpretation of history on the "museum campus" on the Old Base 9

4-Old Base 7

4-Old Base 7

4-Old Base Develop a public boat launch, in addition to an area to accommodate public trailers & trucks at the marina at the former PAFB 7

4-Old Base Enhance use of the beaches on the Old Base 7

4-Old Base Provide additional fishing docks along the Saranac 7

4-Old Base Improve linkages between Downtown and the US Oval to encourage visits to the museums 6

4-Old Base Identify potential locations for a Science Center  (Draw) 2

4-Old Base Develop a science and technology business incubator  (Draw) 2

4-Old Base Construct a hotel and conference center  (Draw) 2

4-Old Base Develop a culinary arts academy (Soft Draw) 2

4-Old Base Develop an Intergenerational center (Support) 2

4-Old Base Parks (Support) 2

5-Citywide Create a multi-use recreational facility 11

5-Citywide Expand the waterfront to include more vendors 11

5-Citywide Improve opportunities for non-competitive recreation, e.g. expand biking and running paths, improve existing playgrounds 11

5-Citywide Expand available areas for pickle ball 11

5-Citywide Develop a municipal golf course 11

5-Citywide Create a municipal marina 11

5-Citywide Construct a town fitness facility 11

5-Citywide Implement the planned Saranac River Trail, pedestrian bridge along SRT 10

5-Citywide Create a lakefront boardwalk/trails/access points, fishing piers, waterfront recreation (mix of active/passive) 10

5-Citywide Initiate/strengthen relationship with the Lake Champlain Basin Program 7

5-Citywide Develop and implement a waterfront education and awareness program 7

5-Citywide Establish a monthly meeting among representatives from each community organization 6
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

5-Citywide Plan activities/attrations to bring people in during winter months 6

5-Citywide Implement a community calendar 6

5-Citywide Encourage more teamwork with SUNY Plattsburgh; encourage student participation in redevelopment 6

5-Citywide Develop a Brand for Plattsburgh/strengthen "Lake City" Brand 6

5-Citywide Improve information presented on website 6

5-Citywide Investigate relocation of railroad tracks away from the waterfront 6

5-Citywide Improve both visual and physical access to the waterfront 6

5-Citywide Build a tourist atteaction on the waterfront (eco-center, aquarium, etc) 6

5-Citywide Market the historical significance of the City (beyond War of 1812/conflict history) 6

5-Citywide Develop and distribute a tour book; create a tourist/welcome booth 6

5-Citywide Host activities/attractions to bring people in during winter months 6

5-Citywide Develop a common vision with other local community development agencies for Plattsburgh and to discuss growth beyond the former PAFB. 6

5-Citywide Expand the City website to include more links and information 6

5-Citywide Further develop the "Lake City" brand 6

5-Citywide Complete historic sites survey in the City and establish one or more new historic districts 6

5-Citywide Develop an assistance program for historic preservation of commercial and residential buildings 6

5-Citywide Renovate the War of 1812 interpretive trail, adding modern interpretive signage and place markers. 6

5-Citywide Improve signage and awareness regarding the existing historic museums 6

5-Citywide Create a History and Heritage Steering Committee, consisting of representatives from each historic organization, to coordinate their efforts. 6

5-Citywide
Establish a Revitalization Steward and Revitalization Committee on a volunteer basis, to help oversee efforts and reach out to stakeholders, 

other communities, potential funding partners, private developers, community groups, and local institutions, and enlist their assistance
6

5-Citywide
Establish a schedule of roundtable and coordination meetings with representatives of the many local groups and institutions with an interest in 

revitalization.
6

5-Citywide
Establish a schedule of revitalization workshops. Enlist the help of the Technical Assistance Center at SUNY Plattsburgh for occasional 

professional facilitation.
6

5-Citywide
Enlist volunteer or other assitance in the visualization of proposed projects including graphics, SketchUp models, and color renderings from 

local artists and professionals
6

5-Citywide Coordinate with SUNY Plattsburgh to establish a student volunteer organization to assist with downtown beautification 6

5-Citywide Work with SUNY Plattsburgh to develop and enforce laws that make landlords accountable for the condition of student rentals 6

5-Citywide Coordinate with SUNY Plattsburgh toward development of an appropriately located student-oriented business zone 6
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  Preliminary Draft: City of Plattsburgh Local Waterfront Revitalization Program

5-Citywide Work with the North Country Cultural Center for the Arts to host benefits and fundraisers for needed beautification projects 6

5-Citywide Collaborate between SUNY Plattsburgh and the North Country Cultural Center for the Arts to cohost art exhibits, plays, shows, etc. 6

5-Citywide Identify sites for Community Gardens 6

5-Citywide Encourage green, sustainable developments and appropriate stormwater management practices 6

5-Citywide Attain LEED Certification for City projects 6

5-Citywide Implement use and generation of alternative fuels/sustainable power 6

5-Citywide Adopt Smart Growth land use controls 6

5-Citywide Expand recycling and encourage recycling of construction waste for redevelopment 6

5-Citywide Improve walkability throughout the City 6

5-Citywide Plant street and ornamental trees and shrubs 6

5-Citywide Develop a Maritime Museum  (Draw) - no location specified 2

5-Citywide Create a Performing Arts Center (Soft Draw) - no location specified 2

5-Citywide Construct/designate Artists' studios (Soft Draw) - no location specified 2
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(b)         see Supplementary Regulations  
(c)          all area and bulk control requirements shall exclude land between the waterside property boundary and 
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2             No parking allowed in the setback  
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§ 20 0 M OORING LAW §200

Chapter 200
CITY OF PLATTSBURGH MOORING LAW

[Adopted: L.L. 2-2013]

§ 200-1. Title.
§ 200-2. Purpose and Authority.
§ 200-3. Applicability.
§ 200-4. Definitions.
§ 200-5. Permit Requirements, Application Procedures and Fees.
§ 200-6. Number, Placement and Configuration of Moorings.
§ 200-7. Site Plan Approval.
§ 200-8. Determination of Littoral Rights Lines.
§ 200-9. Encroaching Moorings.
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§ 200-1 CITY OF PLATTSBURGH § 200-4

§ 200-1. Title.
This local law shall be known as the '‘City o f Plattsburgh Mooring Law” and shall be 

cited as Chapter 200 o f the City Code.

§ 200-2. Purpose and Authority.
The purpose o f this local law is to regulate the placement, construction and use o f 

moorings in the waters o f Lake Champlain adjoining the City o f Plattsburgh to a distance 
o f fifteen hundred (1500) feet from shore as authorized by the New York State 
Navigation Law §46-a and the Municipal Home Rule Law, to protect the interests o f 
waterfront property owners and the general public.

§ 200-3. Applicability.

On and after the effective date, this law shall apply to all moorings within the City o f 
Plattsburgh that are located within 1500 feet o f the mean high water mark o f Lake 
Champlain. This law does not abrogate the regulatory authority o f the New York State 
Department o f Environmental Conservation (hereinafter referred to as the DEC), New 
York State Office o f General Services (hereinafter referred to as the OGS) or the U.S. 
Army Corps o f Engineers (hereinafter referred to as the Corps o f  Engineers), nor does it 
release anyone from compliance with regulations issued by these or other Federal or State 
agencies having jurisdiction over the use o f public waterways. All moorings shall comply 
with this and all other applicable laws and regulations o f  the City, DEC, Corps o f 
Engineers and any other New York State and federal laws, agencies and authorities 
having jurisdiction. The provisions o f this law do not apply to lakeshore parcels owned 
by New York State or the United States.

§ 200-4. Definitions.
For the purposes o f this law the following definitions shall apply:

Boat - Any vessel requiring State or Federal registration for use on public waters.
Lakeshore Owner - The person or persons holding a fee simple title to the Lakeshore 
Parcel.
Lakeshore Parcel - A parcel o f land bordering on the shore o f Lake Champlain.
Marina - A lakeshore business engaged in the sale or rental o f dock or mooing space.
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§ 200-4 MOORING LAW § 200-5

Mean High Water Level - The approximate average o f the low water level and high 
water level for Lake Champlain which as o f the date o f adoption o f this law has been 
determined by the New York State Department o f Environmental Conservation to be 99.8 
feet.
Mooring - means a float, buoy, chain, cable, rope, and anchor that cannot be stowed on 
the boat and to which a boat can be made fast.
Mooring Area - means the water area between a lakeshore parcel's littoral rights lines as 
limited or circumscribed by a setback requirement.
Other Land Uses - All types o f land uses on the lakeshore except Marinas.
Littoral Rights Line - littoral rights lines are imaginary lines that extend into the lake 
and define the littoral rights o f adjoining lakeshore parcels.
Tie Line - The straight line extending between the points where boundaries o f a 
lakeshore parcel intersect the mean high water mark.
Setback - means a linear distance from a Littoral Rights Line beyond which moored 
vessels may not encroach.
Waterside - The lakeside o f the mean high water mark.

§ 200-5. Permit Requirements, Application Procedures and Fees.

A. A mooring permit is not required for a lakeshore parcel with four or less moorings.
B. All Marinas shall have a mooring permit for existing and new moorings.
C. The mooring permit application may require the following information:

1. A Plan drawn to scale showing the location o f existing and proposed moorings 
in relation to littoral rights lines; the depth o f the lakeshore bottom at mooring anchor 
locations; the required setback distances o f moorings from littoral rights lines and 
between mooring anchors; the location o f docks, beaches or other landing areas where 
moored boats may dock or land dinghies; any required channel or mooring lights.

2. A copy o f any required State or Federal permit for moorings, or a certification 
and explanation as to why none are required.

3. The identification o f moorings reserved for transient boaters, i f  any.
4. Such other information as the Code Enforcement Officer determines is 

necessary for a complete application.
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§ 200-5 CITY OF PLATTSBURGH § 200-6

D. Site plan approval, pursuant to Chapter 270 o f the City Code, is required for a new 
Marina with Moorings and to increase in the number o f moorings at an existing Marina.

E. The Code Enforcement Officer is authorized to issue mooring permits and enforce 
the requirements o f this Chapter.

F. The annual fee for a mooring permit shall be as follows; which fee may be amended 
from time to time by resolution o f the Common Council.

Number o f Moorings Permit Fee
0-4 None Required for non M arina Uses

5 to 25 $250.00
Over 25 $20 for each mooring over 25

§ 200-6. Number, Placement and Configuration of Moorings.

A. The boundaries o f a lakeshore parcel shall be presumed to be as shown on the City 
o f Plattsburgh Real Property Tax Maps.

B. Marinas. A M arina lakeshore parcel must have a tie line at least 200 feet in length. 
A M arina whose tie line is 200 to 249.99 feet in length is permitted to have a maximum 
o f 75 moorings, plus 20 moorings for each additional 50 feet o f tie line length. W here a 
lakeshore owner owns adjoining waterfront parcels, the parcels may be considered as one 
parcel to determine tie lines and littoral rights lines.

C. Other Lakeshore Parcel Uses. For all other lakeshore parcel uses, including 
residential and commercial uses, the maximum number o f moorings allowed is as 
follows:
Lake Shore Parcel Tie Line Length Maximum Number o f Moorings

1-99.99 feet 4
100 to 199.99 feet 6
Over 199.99 feet For each additional 50 feet 1 mooring is permitted

D. Moorings shall be located within a lakeshore parcel's mooring area.
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§ 200-6 MOORING LAW § 200-7

E. Marina mooring setback requirements:
1. Moorings must be placed so that in all wind directions no part o f a moored boat 

is closer than thirty (30) feet from a littoral rights line.
2. Moorings must be placed so that in all wind directions no part o f a moored boat 

will be closer than thirty (30) feet from another moored boat.

F. The lakeshore owner shall obtain any required State or Federal permit for the 
placement o f a mooring.

§ 200-7. Site Plan Approval.

A. A Marina with a site plan that was approved before the effective date o f this law is 
not required to obtain site plan approval unless the number o f moorings is proposed to be 
increased. An applicant for a Marina mooring permit shall provide a copy o f the 
approved site plan for the marina and note any changes to the site since the date o f 
approval.

B. The design, method o f construction, number and placement o f moorings, docks and 
other improvements on or in the water are not subject to Planning Board review.

C. Where Site Plan approval is required, the following requirements and standards 
shall apply:

1. The purpose o f requiring site plan review is primarily to determine the 
adequacy o f parking, m arina waste pump out facilities and trash receptacles.

2. The applicant shall certify the number o f moorings and boat slips that existed 
as o f the effective date o f this Chapter.

3. In determining whether an adequate number o f parking spaces is provided, the 
Planning Board shall apply the following standards:

a. The parking requirements for on-site uses, such as restaurants, retail
shops, repair shops shall be calculated based on parking requirements for such
uses in Chapter 270.
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b. The parking space requirements for boat slips and moorings shall be 
as follows:

Number Ratio
2 slips/lparking space
3 s lip s /1 parking space

Wet slips 50 and under 
51 and over

Mooring 50 and under 
51 and over

4 moorings/1 space
5 m oorings/1 space

c. The Planning Board is authorized to grant variances from the parking 
requirements o f this section in accordance with the standards for granting area 
variances set forth in Chapter 270.

4. Short term parking or standing areas shall be designated for loading and unloading 
goods and passengers going to moored boats.

5. Docking or beaching areas shall be designated for mooring dinghies. One space 
shall be provided for every two moorings or fraction thereof. .

6. To determine the adequacy o f parking, the applicant may be required to submit a 
plan for the entire marina site showing land based improvements, parking spaces, drives 
and fire lanes.

7. The location and capacity o f boat pump out stations and trash receptacles shall be 
shown to determine i f  they are o f sufficient size for demand generated by the additional 
moorings.

§ 200-8. Determination of Littoral Rights Lines.

A. A lakeshore parcel's boundaries are presumed to be as shown on the real property 
tax maps o f the City o f Plattsburgh.

B. The Littoral Rights Lines o f a lakeshore parcel shall be determined as follows:
1. Where a lakeshore parcel's shoreline is not an approximately straight line, the 

shoreline may be segmented to establish base lines that follow the general trend o f the 
shoreline segments. The baseline o f a straight shoreline segment shall be a line drawn
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§ 200-8 MOORING LAW §200-10

between the ends o f the straight line segment. The baseline o f a cove shall be a 
line drawn between the headlands o f the cove.

2. The littoral rights line shall be established along a line perpendicular to the 
baseline where it intersects the lakeshore parcel's lateral boundary at the shoreline.

3. The littoral rights lines, extended 1500 feet from the mean high water level o f 
the lakeshore parcel, shall be the lateral boundaries o f a lakeshore parcel's mooring rights 
area.

C. Where the Code Enforcement Officer determines the method o f establishing littoral 
rights lines under section 8 B does not accord reasonably proportionate mooring areas to 
adjoining lakeshore parcels, taking into consideration each parcel's baseline length, he is 
authorized to determine the littoral rights lines by applying one o f the other methods set 
forth in New York Office o f General Services Rules and Regulations Title 9, Part 274. 
The Code Enforcement Officer's determination is not appealable to the Zoning Board o f 
Appeals, but may be reviewed in an Article 78 proceeding.

D. The Littoral Rights Lines o f Real Property Tax Parcels 194.17-1-2, 194.17-1-1, 
270.20-1-2.31, 2.32, 270.20-1-3, 221.8-2-1, 221.12-2-13, 221.16-1-17.3 shall be as 
shown on the map annexed as Appendix 1. to this law.

§ 200-9. Encroaching Moorings.
A. A mooring, or any part o f a mooring, that is owned, has been installed or is leased 

by someone other than the lakeshore parcel owner whose mooring area the mooring is 
located in, shall be removed by the mooring owner, installer or lessee on or before April 
15, 2014 unless the lakeshore parcel owner gives his written consent for the mooring to 
remain.

§ 200-10. Design, Installation, Inspection and Maintenance of Moorings.
A. The mooring owner is responsible for the design, installation, inspection and 

maintenance o f moorings.
B. The mooring owner shall repair or replace any component that shows wear or other 

deterioration that might cause a boat to break free from the mooring.
C. The mooring owner shall inspect all mooring components annually and file a report 

with the Building Inspector's office certifying that moorings were inspected and 
describing any repairs that were made.
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§200-11 CITY OF PLATTSBURGH § 200-11

§ 200-11. Fines, Civil Penalties, Enforcement and Other Remedies.

A. Classification o f Offense. A violation o f this Chapter shall be an unclassified 
misdemeanor for the purpose o f conferring jurisdiction and establishing fines for 
violations. A violation shall not be punishable by a sentence o f imprisonment, but shall 
be punishable by a fine.

B. A violation by a corporation is punishable by a fine under Penal Law §80.10
C. A violation o f this Chapter may be prosecuted in a civil proceeding. A violation 

shall be punishable by a civil penalty.
D. Each week that a violation continues shall constitute a separate violation. A week 

shall commence at 12:01AM the day after service o f Notice o f  a Violation. A week shall 
end at 12:00 PM o f the eighth day following service.

E. In addition to a fine or civil penalty, the City shall be entitled to recover the cost o f 
any surveying expense incurred in proving a violation and reasonable attorney's fees 
incurred in prosecuting a violation o f this Chapter.

F. Fines; Civil Penalties, A Violation shall be punishable by a fine or civil penalty as 
follows:

1. Section5; installation o f moorings without a mooring permit, $500.
2. Section 6; installation o f a mooring in, or failure to remove an encroaching 

mooring from a required setback area, $500.
3. Section9; installation o f a mooring, or failure to remove an encroaching 

mooring, in a lakeshore parcel owner's mooring area, $500.
4. Fines and Civil Penalties for violations o f this Chapter may be amended by 

Common Council Resolution.

G. Enforcement.
1. The Corporation Counsel, Code Enforcement Officer, Housing Code Inspector, 

Municipal Code Inspector or a Police Officer is authorized to bring enforcement 
proceedings for violations charged as a misdemeanor.

2. The Corporation Counsel is authorized to bring civil enforcement proceedings.
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§ 200-12 MOORING LAW § 200-13

§200-12. Severability.
Section 12. If  any clause, sentence, paragraph, subdivision, section or part o f this chapter 
shall be adjudged by any court o f competent jurisdiction to be invalid, such judgment, 
decree or order shall not affect, impair or invalidate the remainder thereof but shall be 
confined in its operation to the clause, sentence, paragraph, subdivision, section or part 
thereof directly involved in the controversy in which such judgment, decree or order shall 
have been rendered.

§ 200-13. Effective Date.
This Chapter shall become effective on March 1, 2014
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Appendix 1 : Littoral Rights Map
( See: Section 8 D o f City o f Plattsburgh Mooring Law)
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